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Abstract – The paper considers the problem of packing a 

given collection of ellipses into a rectangular container of 
minimal area. Our ellipses can be continuous rotated and 
translated. A class of radical-free quasi-phi-functions is 
introduced for an analytical description of non-overlapping 
and containment constraints for ellipses. We formulate the 
packing problem in the form of a nonlinear programming 
problem and develop an efficient solution algorithm. The 
algorithm allows us to reduce computational cost of our 
problem. We present computational results that compare with 
those published elsewhere recently. 

 
Index Terms – packing, ellipses, continuous rotations, quasi-

phi-functions, nonlinear optimization, solution algorithm. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The literature on two dimensional packing problems is 

large and it is not possible to comprehensively review here. 
It is common for cutting and packing papers to indicate the 
problem type according to the typology presented in [1]. At 
present, the interest in finding effective solutions for 
packing problems is growing rapidly. This is due to a large 
and growing number of applications and an extreme 
complexity of methods used to handle many of them [2]. In 
this paper, we deal with the optimal ellipse packing 
problem, which is a part of operational research and 
computational geometry. It has multiple applications in 
modern biology, mineralogy, medicine, materials science, 
nanotechnology, as well as in the chemical industry, power 
engineering, logistics etc. 

One way to tackle the packing problem for ellipses is to 
approximate the latter with line segments [3]. There is a 
short list of publications which deal with arc shapes without 
polygonal approximations. Packing problems with irregular 
objects of fixed orientation, whose frontier can be described 
by a sequence of line- and arc-segments, are tackled in [4] 
using the no-fit polygon. 

  
Manuscript received December 12, 2013 
A. V. Pankratov is a senior scientist associate at the Department of 
Mathematical Modeling and Optimal Design, A.M. Podgorny Institute of 
Mechanical Engineering of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine.  
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Corresponding author, e-mail: tarom27@yahoo.com 
I. A. Subota is an aspirant of the Department of Mathematical Modeling 
and Optimal Design, A.M. Podgorny Institute of Mechanical Engineering 
of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine.  

That paper extends the heuristic orbital sliding method of 
calculating no-fit polygons to enable it to handle arcs and 
then shows the resultant no-fit polygons being utilised 
successfully on the two-dimensional irregular packing 
problem.  

The other way is to use the existing phi-functions for arc 
objects, described in [5, 6]. However, the complexity of 
such a solution would depend on the number of lines/arcs 
used to approximate the ellipses. In any case, this approach 
would only give an approximate solution.  

Our approach, which is based on quasi-phi-functions, is 
capable of handling precise ellipses (without any 
approximations) and thus finding an exact local optimal 
solution. The only other method of that sort was developed 
very recently by Josef Kallrath and Steffen Rebennack; see 
[7]. The paper is entirely devoted to the problem of cutting 
ellipses from a rectangular plate of minimal area. 
Incidentally, it offers a good overview of related 
publications. For a small number of ellipses they are able to 
compute a globally optimal solution subject to the finite 
arithmetic of global solvers at hand. However, for more 
than 14 ellipses none of the nonlinear programming (NLP) 
solvers available in GAMS can even compute a locally 
optimal solution. Therefore, the authors of [7] develop 
polylithic approaches, in which the ellipses are added 
sequentially in a strip-packing fashion to the rectangle 
restricted in width but unrestricted in length. The 
rectangle’s area is minimized at each step in a greedy 
fashion. The sequence in which they add ellipses is random; 
this adds some GRASP flavor to the approach. The 
polylithic algorithms allow the authors to compute good 
solutions for up to 100 ellipses. A number of examples are 
presented in the paper. 

In order to compare the performance of the two methods, 
we applied our algorithm to some instances of the ellipse 
packing problem as used in [7]. 

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we 
formulate the optimal ellipse packing problem and give a 
short review of related works. In Section 3 we propose a 
mathematical model as a continuous nonlinear 
programming problem by means of quasi-phi-functions. In 
Section 4 we develop a new efficient solution algorithm to 
search for local optimal solutions. In Section 5 we provide 
our computational results for several instances studied in 
[7], and finish with some concluding remarks in Section 6. 
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Department of Mathematical Modeling and Optimal Design, Institute for Mechanical Engineering Problems,  
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II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
We consider here a packing problem in the following 

setting. Let Ω  denote a rectangular domain of length l  and 
width w. Both of these dimensions may be variable, or one 
may be fixed and the other variable. Suppose a set of 
ellipses iE , {1,2,..., } ni n I∈ = , is given to be placed in Ω 
without overlaps. Each ellipse iE  is defined by its semi-
axes ia  and ib , whose values are fixed. With each ellipse 

iE  we associate its eigen coordinate system whose origin 
coincides with the center of the ellipse and the coordinate 
axes are aligned with the ellipse’s axes. In that system the 
ellipse is described by parametric equations 

cosx a t= , siny b t= , 0 2t π≤ ≤ . We also use a fixed 
coordinate system attached to the container Ω. The position 
of ellipse iE  in the fixed coordinates is specified by the 
coordinates ( , )i ix y of its center and the rotation angle iθ . 
Ellipse packing problem. Place the set of ellipses iE , 

ni I∈ , within a rectangular container 
2{( , ) : 0 ,0 }x y R x l y wΩ = ∈ ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤  of minimal area. 

  

III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
First we assemble a complete set of variables for our 

optimization problem. The vector u R∈ σ
 of all our 

variables can be described as follows: 
1 2( , , , ,..., , )nu l w u u u τ= , where ( , )l w  denote the variable 

length and width of the container Ω  and ( , , )i i i iu x y θ=  is 
the vector of placement parameters for the ellipse iE , 

ni I∈ . Lastly, τ  denotes the vector of additional variables, 

defined as follows: 
1 2

1 2( , , , , , )
i iij ij n nt t j i I t t i Iτ = > ∈ ∈ , where  

1 2,ij ijt t  are additional variables for the pair of ellipses iE  and 

jE , and 
1 2
,

i i
t t  are additional variables for each ellipse iE . 

Here Rσ  denotes the σ-dimensional Euclidean space, 
where 22 3 ( 1) 2 4 2n n n n n nσ = + + − + = + +  is the number 
of the problem variables. 

A mathematical model of the ellipse packing problem 
may now be stated in the form: 

 
min ( )

u W R
F u

σ∈ ⊂
,            (1) 

' '{ : 0, 0, }ij i nW u R j i Iσ= ∈ Φ ≥ Φ ≥ > ∈ ,         (2) 

where ( )F u l w= ⋅ , '
ijΦ  is a quasi-phi-function defined for 

the pair of ellipses iE  and jE  (to hold the non-overlapping 
constraint),  
 

' '( , , ) min{ ( , , ),ij i j ij i j iju u u u′Φ = χ θ θ  
' '( , , ), ( , , )}i j ij i j iju u u u u u+ −χ χ , 

 
' 1 2( , )ij ij iju t t= , 1 2 '1 '2 '1 '2,ij ij ij ij ij ijN Nχ α α β β= − = − − ,  
'1 1 1cos sinij ij i ij iα α θ β θ= + , '1 1 1sin cosij ij i ij iβ α θ β θ= − + , 

1
1 cos

,ij
ij

i

t
a

α =
1

1 sin ij
ij

i

t
b

β = ,  

'2 2 2cos sinij ij j ij jα α θ β θ= + , '2 2 2sin cosij ij j ij jβ α θ β θ= − + , 
2

2 cos
,ij

ij
j

t
a

α =
2

2 sin ij
ij

j

t
b

β = , 

'1 2 '1 2( ) ( ) 1ij ij i ij ij ix x y yχ α β+ + += − + − − , 
'1 2 '1 2( ) ( ) 1ij ij i ij ij ix x y yχ α β− − −= − + − − , 

2 2 '2 '2 '2 '2( , ) ( , ) ( , )ij ij ij ij ij ijx y x y η β α+ + = + − , 
2 2 '2 '2 '2 '2( , ) ( , , ) ( , )ij ij ij ij ij ijx y x y η β α− − = − − , 2( )jaη = ,  
'2 '2 2 2( , ) ( ) ( , )ij ij j j ij ijx y v M x yθ= + ⋅ , 
2 2 2 2( , ) ( cos , sin )ij ij j ij j ijx y a t b t= , ( )jM θ  denotes the standard 

rotation matrix, ( , )j j jv x y=  is a translation vector of 

ellipse jE ; '
iΦ  is a quasi-phi-function defined for the 

ellipse iE  and the object * 2 \ intRΩ = Ω  (to hold the 
containment constraint),  
 

' ( )i uΦ 11 1 11 2 12 3 12 4min{ ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ),i i i ip p p pϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ=  

21 2 21 3 22 1 22 4( ), ( ), ( ), ( )}i i i ip p p pϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ , 
5

1 2( , , , , )i i i i iu x y t t Rθ= ∈ , 1 (0,0)p = , 2 ( ,0)p l= , 

3 ( , )p l w= , 4 (0, )p w= , 1 1ik ik ik ikA x B y Cϕ = + + − , 

2 1ik ik ik ikA x B y Cϕ = − − − − , cos sinik ik i ik iA α θ β θ= ⋅ + ⋅ , 

sin cosik ik i ik iB α θ β θ= − ⋅ + ⋅ , 
cos

,ik
ik

i

t
a

α =  
sin ik

ik
i

t
b

β = , 

ik ik i ik iC A x B y= − − , 1, 2k = . 
Our constrained optimization problem (1)-(2) is NP-hard 

nonlinear programming problem [8]. The solution space W 
has a complicated structure: it is, in general, a disconnected 
set, each connected component of W is multiconnected, the 
frontier of W is made of nonlinear surfaces containing 
valleys, ravines. A matrix of the inequality system which 
specifies W is strongly sparse and has a block structure.  

 

IV. SOLUTION STRATEGY 
Our solution strategy consists of three major stages: 
1) First we generate a number of starting points from 

the feasible region of the problem (1)-(2). We employ the 
special starting point algorithm based on homothetic 
transformation of ellipses using a modification of the 
optimization procedure developed in [9] for a circular 
packing problem. 

2) Then starting from each point obtained at Step 1 
we search for a local minimum of the objective function 
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F(u) of problem (1)-(2). We employ special the Local 
Optimization Procedure (LOP) for ellipse packing problem 
(1)-(2). 

3) Lastly, we choose the best local minimum from 
those found at Step 2. This is our best approximation to the 
global solution of the problem (1)-(2).  

An essential part of our local optimization scheme 
(Step 2) is the LOP procedure that reduces the dimension of 
the problem and runtime. It is due to this reduction that our 
strategy can process large sets of non-identical ellipses. The 
reduction scheme used by our LOP algorithm is described 
below. The actual search for a local minimum is performed 
by a standard IPOPT algorithm [10], which is available at 
an open access noncommercial software depository 
(https://projects.coin-or.org/Ipopt) . 

Let (0)u W∈  be one of feasible starting points. The main 
idea of the subsequent LOP algorithm is as follows.  

First we circumscribe a circle iC  of radius ia  around 
each ellipse iE , 1, 2,...,i n= . Then for each circle iC  we 
construct an "individual" rectangular container 

i i iC EΩ ⊃ ⊃  with equal half-sides of length ia ε+ , 

1, 2,...,i n= , so that iC , iE  and iΩ  have the same center 
0 0( , )i ix y  subject to the sides of iΩ  being parallel to those of 

Ω . Here ε  is a fixed constant. Further we fix the position 
of each individual container iΩ  and let the local 
optimization algorithm move the corresponding ellipse iE  

only within the container iΩ . It is clear that if two 

individual containers iΩ  and jΩ  do not have common 

interior points (i.e. 0i jΩ ΩΦ ≥ ), then we do not need to 
check the non-overlapping constraint for the corresponding 
pair of ellipses Ei and Ej . The idea allows us to extract 
subregions of our feasible region W of the problem (1)-(2) 
at each step of our optimization procedure as follows.  

We create an inequality system of additional constraints 
on the translation vector iv  of each ellipse iE  in the form: 

1 0i iC ∗ΩΦ ≥ , ni I∈ , where  
1 0 0

0 0

min{ , ,

                     , },

i iC
i i i i

i i i i

x x y y
x x y y

∗ΩΦ = − + + − + +

− + − +

ε ε

ε ε
 

 
is the phi-function for the circle iC  and * 2

1 1\ inti iRΩ = Ω . 
Then we form a new region defined by 
 

1W = 1 '
1{ : 0, ( , ) ,iju R i j−∈ Φ ≥ ∈Ξσ σ  

1' 0, 0, }i iC
i ni I

∗ΩΦ ≥ Φ ≥ ∈ , 

where 1 1
1 {( , ) : 0, }i j

ni j i j IΩ ΩΞ = Φ < > ∈ . 
 

Then our algorithm searches for a point of local 
minimum 

1

*
wu  of the subproblem 

11
11

min ( )
w

w
u W R

F u
σ σ−∈ ⊂

. When 

the point 
1

*
wu  is found, it is used to construct a starting point 

(1)u  for the second iteration of our optimization procedure 

(note that the 1σ  previously deleted additional variables 1τ  
have to be redefined by a special procedure, assuming 

0 1λ = ). At that iteration we again identify all the pairs of 
ellipses with non-overlapping individual containers, form 
the corresponding subregion 2W  (analogously to 1W ) and 

let our algorithm search for a local minimum 
2

*
2wu W∈ . The 

resulting local minimum 
2

*
wu  is used to construct a starting 

point (2)u  for the third iteration, etc. 

We stop our iterative procedure when 
1

* *( ) ( )
k kw wF u F u

+
= , 

where *
kwu  is a point of local minimum of the problem 

 
min ( )

kk
w kk

w
u W R

F u
σ σ−∈ ⊂

, 

kW = '{ : 0, ( , ) ,k
ij ku R i j−∈ Φ ≥ ∈Ξσ σ

' 0, 0, }i kiC
i ni I

∗ΩΦ ≥ Φ ≥ ∈ , 

{( , ) : 0, }ki kj
k ni j i j IΩ ΩΞ = Φ < > ∈ . 

 
We claim that the point * ( )* *( , )

k

k
w ku u u Rστ= = ∈  is a 

point of local minimum of the problem (1)-(2), where  
* k

kwu Rσ σ−∈  is the last point of our iterative procedure and  
k

k Rστ ∈  is a vector of the previously deleted additional 
variables (the variables can be redefined by the special 
procedure). The assertion comes from the fact that any 
arrangement of each pair of ellipses Ei and Ej subject to 
( , ) \ ki j ∈Ξ Ξ  guarantees that there always exists a vector 

kτ  of additional variables such that ' 0, ( , ) \ij ki jΦ ≥ ∈Ξ Ξ  at 

the point ( )*ku . Here {( , ), 1, 2,..., }i j i j nΞ = > = . Therefore 
the values of additional variables of the vector kτ  have no 
effect on the value of our objective function, i.e 

* ( )*( ) ( )
k

k
wF u F u= . That is why, indeed, we do not need to 

redefine the deleted additional variables of the vector kτ  at 
the last step of our algorithm. 

 

V. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
Here we present a number of examples to demonstrate 

the high efficiency of our algorithm. We have run our 
experiments on an AMD Athlon 64 X2 5200+ computer, 
and for local optimisation we used the IPOPT code 
(https://projects.coin-or.org/Ipopt). We present instances 
taken from the recent paper [7]. We set a runtime limit for 
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each example to search for at least 10 local minima. We 

also use 
1

/
n

i
i

b nε
=

= ∑  in our computational experiments. 

We applied our method to some instances used in paper 
[7] and compare our optimal solutions to theirs. 

We set runtime for the group of instances: up to 20 
objects - time limit 2 hours, up to 50 - time limit 5 hours, 
100 objects - time limit 12 hours. 

Table 1 lists some examples presented in [7]. For each 
the example the minimal area of the container found by our 
method is smaller than the best solution reported in [7]. The 
improvement is not so big (1% to 2%) for smaller sets of 
ellipses, but it becomes significant (8% to 9%) for larger 
sets of ellipses. It should be noted that for examples TC02a, 
TC02b, TC03a, TC03b, TC04a and TC04b presented in the 
paper our method found the same results. 

The local-optimal packing of 100 ellipses (for instance 
TC100 from [7]) into a rectangular container of area 

*( )F u = 297.738 is shown in Figure 1.  

 
 

Fig. 1 The local-optimal packing of 100 ellipses 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
The algorithm allows us to reduce computational cost of 

our problem. While there are O( 2n ) pairs of ellipses in the 
container, our algorithm may in most cases only actively 
controls O(n) pairs of ellipses (this depends on the sizes of 
ellipses and the value of ε ), because for each ellipse only 
its nearest neighbors have to be monitored. Thus our LOP 
algorithm allows us to reduce the problem (1)-(2) with 

O( 2n ) inequalities and a O( 2n )-dimensional solution space 
W to a sequence of sub-problems, each with O( n ) 
inequalities and a O( n )-dimensional solution subspace kW . 
This reduction is of a paramount importance, since we deal 
with non-linear optimization problems. 
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COMPARISON OF OUR RESULTS TO THOSE IN [7] 

Name our result the best result 
from  [7] 

Improvement 
 (%) 

TC05a 25.0206 25.29557 1.0990 
TC05b 30.84870 31.28873 1.4264 
TC06 25.47173 25.51043 0.1520 
TC11 57.1783 57.24034 0.1085 
TC14 24.25099 24.84634 2.4550 
TC20 66.13647 67.83459 2.5676 
TC30 95.36535 103.45212 8.4798 
TC50 154.470487 166.91505 8.0563 
TC100 297.73798 322.64663 8.3660 
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Abstract—Two planar spiral antennas conjugated with the 

standard metal waveguide and operating in the millimeter range 
are proposed. The first antenna has the bandwidth of 6.12GHz 
and second 5.93GHz. The axial ration of both antennas does not 
exceed -3dB in the frequency band 32.4 – 37 GHz. The elevation 
angle of peak directivity close the zenith for single planar spiral 
antenna, is oriented and at θ=200 for the double planar spiral 
antenna. The radiation pattern shape is practically the same 
within the operational frequency band for both antennas. The 
nature of axial ratio changing is explained from the analysis of 
near-field distributions at two orthogonal polarizations. The 
proposed antennas can be used for different practical 
applications in the millimeter range. 

Index Terms—spiral antenna, millimeter range, impedance 
transformer, near-field distribution, axial ratio  

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE different types of planar spiral antennas are usually 
excited by a co-axial feed line with various balun circuits 

[1-4]. Moving towards the higher frequencies the radiating 
area of the spiral antenna is reduced. However, the 
disadvantages of such designs include the fact that in the 
millimeter range they will have the great losses due to the long 
feed path. The original planar single-arm fractional spiral 
antenna with the aforementioned exciting method was 
reported in [5]. A simple antenna design and the good 
expected performance seem to be very attractive for its 
millimeter wave applications by taking into account a 
possibility to be easily integrated with RF components or 
MMICs on the same printed circuit board. For good matching 
of feeding 50-Ohm coaxial cable with the antenna in the wide 
frequency band the different approaches are used [4, 5].  At 
the same time, the variety of practical applications of planar 
spiral antennas sometimes has specific requirements to the 
feeding or receiving networks, in particular, when the antenna 
should be loaded with the standard waveguide [6].  

In this article, we present the two types of antennas with 
circular polarization and different radiation patterns: first 
antenna produce the radiation pattern with maximum radiation 
close to the zenith,  and second antenna with omniderectional 
radiation pattern (minima radiation to the zenith) for the 
wireless applications in the millimeter range.  

Manuscript received December 21, 2013.  
Khruslov M.M. is with the Usikov Institute for Radiophysics and 

Electronics of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 12 Ak. 
Proskura St., Kharkov, 61085, Ukraine, tel. +38 (057) 7203594, fax. 
+38 (057) 3152105 (e-mail: ireburan@yahoo.com).. 

II. ANTENNA DESIGN 
Figure 1 shows the antennas geometry. Both spiral antennas 

1 are printed on the low losses dielectric substrate 2. First 
planar spiral (called single planar spiral) (Fig 1a) is described 
by two equations (1):  

x(t)=aebtcos(t)           y(t)=aebtsin(t)                 (1) 

Second planar spiral (called double planar spiral) is consist 
of two spirals noted above (Fig. 1b). Parameters a and b are 
changed in the simulation process in such limits: 0.0005 
<a1<0.0015, 0.1 <b1=<0.2; 0.001<a2<0.002, 0.1 <b2<0.25, 
0<t<2π.  

Planar spiral is located on the output aperture of the conical 
wave impedance transformer 3, which is similar to that 
described in [7] (Fig. 1c). It is a truncated hollow metal cone 
filled with a low-loss dielectric. The spiral antenna is excited 
by a co-axial line and coupled with the standard rectangular 
waveguide by means of the coaxial-to-waveguide transition 4. 
In this case the adjustment of the coupling coefficient is 
implemented by a shorting piston 5. In simulations the height 
H2 of the cone, the diameters D1 of the cone, and the relative 
dielectric permittivity of the transformer filling εt are varied 
within the following limits: 4mm<H2<16mm; 
6mm<D1<16mm; 1.07<εt<3.8. Cross-section of the smaller 
cone base has the diameter D2 and corresponds to the cross-
section of the feeding coaxial cable.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Geometry of the proposed antennas: single planar spiral (a); double 
planar spiral (b); antenna with waveguide (c) 

K band Antennas Conjugated with a Metal 
Waveguide 

Maksym Khruslov, Member, IEEE 
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ΙΙΙ. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
In simulations the antenna characteristics such as: input 

reflection coefficient S11, radiation patterns, axial ratio, and 
near-field distributions were studied. As can be seen from the 
Figure 2a, for first antenna the -10dB return loss bandwidth 
ranges from 31 to 37.5 GHz excluding the frequency band 
32<f<34GHz. Two bandwidth for the double planar spiral 
antenna is observed 30.05-31.8 GHz and 32.46-36.64 GHz  
(Fig. 2b).  

 

a) 

 

b 

Fig. 2. Simulated return loss of two antennas: single planar spiral antenna (a) 
double planar spiral antenna (b) 

 

The simulated radiation patterns of single spiral antenna for 
two basic planes are virtually the same within the operational 
frequency band. At that, the elevation angle of peak directivity 
is oriented close the zenith and slightly changed within the 
working band. For example, the radiation pattern at 35GHz is 
shown in the Figure 3a. The beamwidths for both basic plane 
are ∆θ=290 . For the double planar spiral antenna the elevation 
angle of peak directivity is oriented at θmax=±220 and 
θmax=±250 for  two basic planes (Fig 3b).  

 

 
a            b 

Fig. 3. Simulated radiation patterns at the frequency f=35GHz for two 
antennas: single planar spiral antenna (a), double planar spiral antenna 

 

Following from simulations the axial ratio is less than 3dB in 
the frequency band 34.2<f<37GHz for both antennas (Fig. 4).  

The influence of edge effects as well as impedance 
matching of the antenna input with the feeding line on the 
antenna performance can be studied by applying near-field 
technology [8]. Therefore, in order to explain the axial ratio 
behavior within the operational frequency band the 
simulations of near-field distributions for both orthogonal 
components have been carried out. The similar near-field 
distributions on both orthogonal components and the location 
of areas with the high intensity of the electromagnetic field 
close the spiral arm guarantee the circular polarization of the 
antenna radiation. Indeed, in the frequency band 
34.2<f<37GHz the near-fields have the spatial distributions 
shown as the pictures are presented in the Figure 4.  

   
                         a                                      b 

Fig. 4. Near-field distributions on the Ex (a) and Ey (b) components for 
single planar spiral antenna at f=35GHz 

 
We are noted, that maxsima intensity of the near field 

distributions for both components of electromagnetic fields 
and for total field is situated on the spiral surface (Fig. 5).  

 

  
a                                             b 

 
c 

Fig. 5. Near-field distributions on the Ex (a) and Ey (b) components and     
E–total (c), for double planar spiral antenna f=35GHz 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Both antenna prototypes were manufactured and tested. In 

Fig. 6 the antennas are presented.   

 
Fig.6 Two antenna prototypes:  single planar spiral antenna (a); double (b) 

Input reflection coefficient S11, radiation patterns, axial 
ratio were measured. In the case of single planar spiral 
antenna the -10dB return loss bandwidth ranges from 
32.88GHz to 39GHz (Fig. 7a). The maximum efficiency is 
observed at the f=35.2GHz (-27dB). In case of double planar 
spiral antenna the -10dB return loss bandwidth ranges is 
f=31.37GHz ÷ f=36.6GHz, the maximum efficiency is 
observed at the f=34.9GHz (-49dB)  

 

a 

 

b 

Fig. 7 Measured return loss of two antennas: single planar spiral antenna (a) 
double planar spiral antenna (b) 

In case of single planar spiral antenna the monobeam 
radiation pattern is observed in all working frequency band. 
The radiation pattern at the f = 35.2GHz for the both of 
measured components (Ex and Ey) characterized by one beam 
slightly shifted from the zenith direction (Fig. 8a). Here the 
axial ratio is changed from 9dB at f=27GHz where 
polarization is linear to 3dB in operating frequency band 
f=32GHz ÷ f=38.8GHz (Fig. 9a). Qualitative agreement 
between the experimental near-field (Fig. 10) and simulation 
results (Fig. 4) confirm the presence of circular polarization 
of the under test antenna. 

 

The elevation angle of peak directivity for double planar 
spiral antenna is oriented at θmax=±200 for Ex and Ey 
components (Fig. 8b). The circular polarization have to 
observe within working frequency band, but in experiment 
the axial ration less than 3dB from 32.4 – 37.1GHz (Fig. 9b). 

 

a 

 

b 

Fig. 8. Measured radiation patterns of two antennas for Ex and Ey  
components; single planar spiral antenna f=35.2GHz (a) and double planar 
spiral antenna f=34.9GHz (b)  

 

a 

 

b 

Fig. 9. Experimental axial ration of the single spiral antenna (a), double 
spiral antenna (b) 
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                      a              b 

Fig. 10. Measured near-field distributions on the Ex (a) and Ey (b) 
components for single planar spiral antenna f=35.2GHz 

Near field distribution for the double spiral antenna were 
measured by waveguide probe in the plane XY, when the 
vector E of the probe was in the plane Y = X (Fig. 11a) and     
Y =-X (Fig. 11b). The obtained pattern in the near field zone 
exhibit substantially uniform distribution of intensity (Fig. 
11). Distribution data confirm the numerical simulation result 
(Fig. 5). Presented distributions confirm the veracity of the 
experimental axial ratio. The obtained distributions show that 
the double spiral antenna has a circular polarization. 

 
       a                    b 

Fig. 11. Measured vector E near-field distributions in the plane Y = X (a) and 
in the plane Y = –X (b) components for double planar spiral antenna 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
Two planar spiral antennas conjugated with the standard 

metal waveguide and operating in the millimeter range have 
been proposed. Following the results of simulations, the 
optimal physical and geometric parameters of both antennas 
have been determined. The prototypes have been 
manufactured and tested. As the result, the measured return 

loss coefficients point out the -10dB impedance bandwidth of 
6.12GHz and 5.93GHz for the single and double planar spiral 
antennas respectively.  

The radiation pattern of the single spiral antenna is 
characterized by the wide lobe with the elevation angle of 
peak directivity near the antenna axis. For the double spiral 
antenna we obtained the omnidirectional radiation pattern in 
the azimuth plane with the elevation angle of peak directivity 
oriented at θmax=±200 and with the minimum intensity in the 
antenna axis.   

The axial ration does not exceed -3dB in the frequency 
band f=32GHz ÷ 38.8GHz for the single spiral antenna and 
f=32.4GHZ ÷ 37.1GHz for the double spiral antenna. The 
different values of the axial ration and the nature of their 
changing in the impedance bandwidth of both antennas 
become apparent following the analysis of measured near-
field distributions.  

The proposed antenna can be used for different practical 
applications in the millimeter range. 
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Matrix-Model for Diagnosing SoC HDL-Code  
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Abstract — This article describes technology for diagnosis SoC 
HDL-models, based on transaction graph. Diagnosis method is 
focused to decrease the time of fault detection and memory for 
storage of diagnosis matrix by means of forming ternary 
relations between test, monitor, and functional component. The 
following problems are solved: creation of digital system model 
in the form of transaction graph and multi-tree of fault 
detection tables, as well as ternary matrices for activating 
functional components of the selected set of monitors by using 
test patterns; development of a method for analysis the 
activation matrix to detect the faulty blocks with given depth 
and synthesis logic functions for subsequent embedded 
hardware fault diagnosis. 

I. TAB-MODEL FOR DIAGNOSIS FAULTY SOC COMPONENTS  

he goal is creation TAB-matrix model (Tests – 
Assertions – Blocks functional) model and diagnosis 
method to decrease the time of testing and memory for 

storage by means of forming ternary relations (test – monitor 
– functional component) in a single table.  

The problems are: 1) development of digital system HDL-
model in the form of a transaction graph for diagnosing 
functional blocks by using assertion set [1-6,15]; 2) 
development method for analyzing TAB-matrix to detect 
minimal set of fault blocks [4-7,13]; 3) Synthesis of logic 
functions for embedded fault diagnosis procedure [8-11,14]. 

Model for testing a digital system HDL-code is 
represented by the following xor-relation between the 
parameters <test – functionality – faulty blocks B*>: 

B,A}{TBTB*
;0B*BT

⊕×=⊕=
=⊕⊕
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which transformed relationship of the components in the 
TAB-matrix: 

.BA)(TM, {B}}A}{{TM jiij ⊕×=××=  

Here, the coordinate of the matrix is equal to 1, if the pair 
test–monitor iA)(T ×  detects or activates some faults of the 
functional block BBj ∈ . 

An analytical model for verification by using a temporal 
assertion (additional observation statements or lines) is 
focused to achieve the specified diagnosis depth and 
presented as follows: 

}.T,...,T,...,T,{TT
};S,...,S,...,S,{SS

};B,...,B,...,B,{BB
};A,...,A,...,A,{AA
);B,T(fS;SB)*A(G

,)T,S,B,A,G(f

ki21

mi21

ni21

hi21

=
=
=
=

=×=
=Ω

 

Here SB)*A(G ×=  is functionality, represented by Code-
Flow Transaction (CFT) Graph (Fig. 1); 

}S,...,S,...,S,{SS mi21=  are nodes represented by software 
variables states when simulating test segments (patterns). 
Otherwise the graph can be considered as an ABC-graph – 
Assertion Based Coverage Graph. Each state 

}S,...,S,...,S,{SS ipiji21ii =  is determined by the values of 
design essential variables (Boolean, registers, memory). The 
oriented graph arcs are represented by a set of software 
blocks:  

.BB;BB};B,...,B,...,B,{BB j
ji

ii
n

1i
ni21 ∅=∩=∪=

≠=
 

The assertion }A,...,A,...,A,{AAA ni21i =∈  can be 
inserted to the end of each block iB  – a sequence of code 
statements which determines the state of the graph node 

)B,T(fS ii =  depending on the test pattern 
 The monitor, uniting an assertions 

of incoming arcs iqiji21ii A...A...AA)A(S ∨∨∨∨∨=  can 
be put on each node.  

T 
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.BBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBB

B)BBBB)BBBB((
B)B)BBBB(BBB(B

141282141062141041

13115113117213931

141282106241

13115172931

∨∨∨
∨∨∨=

=∨∨∨
∨∨∨=

 

Figure 1.  Example of ABC-graph for HDL-code 

The model of HDL-code, represented in the form of ABC-
graph, describes not only software structure, but also test 
segments of the functional coverage, generated by using 
software blocks, incoming to the given node. The last one 
defines the relationship between achieved on the test variable 
space and potential one, which forms the functional coverage 
of graph node state . In the aggregate all 
nodes have to be full state coverage space of software 
variables, which determines the test quality, equal to 100%: 

. Furthermore, the assertion set 

 that exists in the graph, allows monitoring arcs 
(code-coverage)  and nodes 
(functional coverage)  The 
assertions on arcs BBi ∈  are designed for diagnosis of the 
functional failures in software blocks. The assertions on 
graph nodes SSi ∈  carry information about the quality of 
test and assertion set for their improvement or complement. 
The ABC-graph makes possible the following: 1) to estimate 
the software quality via diagnosability design; 2) to minimize 
the costs for generating tests, diagnosing and correcting the 
functional failures by using assertions; 3) to optimize test 
synthesis via coverage all arcs and nodes by a minimum set 
of activated test paths. For instance, the minimal test for the 
above mentioned ABC-graph has six segments, which 
activate all existent arcs and nodes, shown in Fig. 1. 

For diagnosing, test segments }T,...,T,...,T,{TT kr21=  
activate transaction paths in the graph model covered all 
nodes and arcs. Generally, the testing model is represented 
by the Cartesian product BATM ××=  that accordingly has 
the dimension n.hkQ ××=  To reduce the amount of 
diagnosys data, separate monitor or assertion point for 
visualization functional blocks activation is assigned to each 
test segment. It makes possible to decrease the matrix 
dimension to k nQ ×=  and retain all features of the triad 
relationship .BATM >××=<  Pair «test – monitor» are 
represented by three possible forms: 

 

The method for diagnosis of functional block failure uses 
pre-built TAB-matrix (table) ][MM ij= , where the row is 
the relation between the test segment and a subset of 
activated blocks  

}1,0{M),M,...,M,...,M,(MAT ijiniji2i1ji =≈→ , 

observed by the monitor jA . Column of the table describes 
the relation between the functional blocks, detected on test 
segments, relatively monitors .  

For faulty blocks diagnosis at the testing procedure, the 
real assertion response (vector)  
on the test pattern T is determined, by forming 

. Detecting faulty functional blocks is based 
on xor-operation between the real assertion response vector 
and TAB-matrix columns 

)].B(M...)B(M...)B(M)B(M[A nnjj2211
* ∨∨∨∨∨⊕

The faulty block is defined by a vector jB , which gives 
result with minimal number of 1-unit coordinates:  

)].AB(B[minB *
i

h

1i
ijj

n,1j
⊕∑==

==
 

As an addition to the diagnosis model, necessary to describe 
the following important features of the TAB-matrix:  

0.ATBA)f(T,B 6)
TBlogknlog 5)

;MMM 4)   ;MMM 3)

1;MM 2)    );A(TM 1)

j

22

ijir
k

1i
ijijrj

n

1j
ij

j
1j

n
ij

m

1i
jii

=⊕⊕→=

≤↔≤

≠⊕≠⊕

=∀→∨×=

==

==

 

The features mean: 1) Each row of the matrix is a subset 
of the Cartesian product between test and monitor. 2) 
Disjunction of all matrix rows gives a vector equal to 1-unit 
over the all coordinates. 3) All matrix rows are distinct, 
which eliminates the test redundancy. 4) All matrix columns 
are distinct, which exclude the existence of equivalent faulty 
blocks. 5) The number of matrix rows must be greater than 
the binary logarithm of the number of columns that 
determines the potential diagnosability of every block. 6) 
The diagnosis function of every block depends on the 
complete test and monitors, which must be minimized 
without diagnosability reduction. In accordance with 6 test 
segments activated the following graph nodes paths 
relatively assertion point S9: 
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,SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSST

986209752098420

975109841097310
∨∨∨

∨∨∨=
 

it will be easy using graph structure to define all functional 
block paths (oriented arcs) activated by test: 

.BBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBB

141282141062141041

13115113117213931
∨∨∨

∨∨∨=

 
The assertion engine can be represented by 3 groups of 

components, which create logical equations for monitoring 
software or hardware functionality HDL-code blocks based 
on visual points }SA,SA,SA{ 663399 ⊆⊆⊆ : 

).BB(TA); BB(TA
);BBBB(T)BBBB(T

)BBBB(T)BBBB(T
)BBBB(T)BBBB(TA

82663113

14128261410625

14104141311513

13117221393119

==
∨∨

∨∨∨
∨∨=

 

The next step allows creating 6 rows of TAB-matrix 
)G(M 1ji  in the form of relations between test segments and 

blocks activated respectively: 

 

The TAB-matrix of paths activation shows the existence 
of equivalent failure blocks 3 and 9, 8 and 12, on 6 test 
segments with one assertion point in the graph node 9. The 
columns 3 and 9, 8 and 12 are equivalent. To resolve 
indistinguishability of two pairs faulty blocks it is necessary 
to create two additional monitors in the nodes S3 and S6 for 
test segments T1 and T6 respectively. As a result, three 
assertions in the nodes  allow distinguishing 
all faulty blocks of software HDL-code. Thus, the graph 
enables not only to synthesize the optimal test, but also to 
determine the minimal number of assertion monitors in the 
nodes to detect faulty blocks with a given diagnosis depth. 

Diagnosis procedure by using the created matrix is defined 
the folloving equation of vector xor-operation between real 8 
assertion values and the B-columns: 

).failedB(
}0B)]T(A), T(A),T,T,T,T,T,T(A{[

j

j66136543219
−→

→=⊕
 

II. DESIGN FOR DIAGNOSABILITY 
Diagnosability is the relationship D =  between the 

recognized faulty blocks amount dN , (when there are not 
equivalent components, or the diagnosis depth is equal to 1), 
and the total number N of HDL-blocks. 

For the expense E evaluation of the TAB-matrix model for 
detecting functional failures, it can use the pair test-
assertions efficiency for a given diagnosis depth. Criterion E 
functionally depends on the relation between the ideal 

NN[]log2 ×  and real NAT ××  memory sizes or resources 

(where T  – the test length, A  – a number of assertions) 
for the corresponding TAB-matrices, which compose the 
relative expense reduced to 0-1 intervals: 

.
AT
N[]log

NAT
NN[]logE 22

×
=

××
×

=  

The general diagnosis quality criterion depends on expense E 
and diagnosability D: 

N
N

AT
N[]logDEQ d2 ×

×
=×= . 

For instance, the diagnosis quality of the TAB-matrix 
 before and after adding two rows equal to 

0,47;
14
10

16
14[]log)]1416(M[Q 2

1 =×
×

=××  

0,5.
14
14

18
14[]log)]1418(M[Q 2

2 =×
×

=××  

1.  It means, the first matrix dimension is a little bit less 
than the second, but diagnosability is a better in the second 
variant of matrix, which becomes the winner of the whole. 
Comparing to the well-known solutions [12], when every 
cell of a matrix contains all existing assertions  
the second variant evaluates the following low value: 

0,2.
14
14

36
14[]log)]1436(M[Q 2

2 =×
×

=××  

So, the TAB-matrix operating by the selected pair test-
assertion concurrently allows having the essential advantages 
in memory size reducing in  times with the same 
diagnosability value. 

The TAB-matrix diagnosis quality is the ratio of the bit 
number needed for identification (recognition) of all blocks 

 related to the real number of code bits, presented by 
the product of test length and number of assertions AT × . 
If the first part E of quality criterion Q is equal to 1 and 
every block with functional failures is recognized in the field 
of the rest components NNd = , it means a test and 
assertions are optimal, that gives the best quality criterion of 
diagnosis model Q=1.  

The purpose of the ABC-graph analysis is structured 
evaluation of assertion monitor placement, which make 
possible to obtain maximal diagnosis depth of fault blocks. 
Diagnosability of the ABC-graph is a function depending on 
the number nN  of transit not ended nodes where exist only 
two adjacent arcs, one of which is incoming, other one is 
outgoing. Such arcs form paths though the node without fan-
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in and fan-out branches (N is the total number of arcs in the 
graph): 

. 

The estimation nN  is the number of unrecognizable or 
equivalent functional blocks. Potential installation of 
additional monitors for improving diagnosability of failure 
blocks is pure transit nodes composed . The diagnosis 
quality criterion of the ABC-graph takes the form: 

N
N-N

AT
N[]logDEQ n2 ×

×
=×= . 

The last expression produce some practical rules for 
synthesis of diagnosable HDL-code: 1) Test or testbench 
must create a minimal number of single activation paths, 
covered all the nodes and arcs in the ABC-graph. 2) The 
base number of monitors equals to the end node number of 
the graph with no outgoing arcs. 3) An additional monitor 
can be placed on each not ended node, which has one 
incoming and one outgoing arc. 4) Parallel independent code 
blocks must have n monitors and a single concurrent test, or 
one integrated monitor and n serial tests. 5) Serially 
connected blocks have one activation test for serial path and 
n-1 monitor, or n tests and n monitors. 6) The graph nodes, 
which have more than 1 number of input and output arcs, 
create good conditions for the diagnosability of the current 
section by single path activation tests without installation 
additional monitors. 7) The test pattern or testbench has to be 
100% functional coverage for the nodes of the ABC-graph. 
8) Diagnosis quality criterion as a function depending on the 
graph structure, test and assertion monitors can always be 
increased close to the 1-value. For this purpose there are two 
alternative ways. The first one is increasing test segments by 
activating new paths for recognition equivalent faulty blocks 
without increasing assertions, if the software graph structure 
allows the potential links. The second way is adding 
assertion monitors on transit nodes of the graph. A third so 
called hybrid variant is possible, based on the joint 
application of two above-mentioned ways. 

III. MULTILEVEL DIAGNOSIS METHOD OF DIGITAL SYSTEM 

Multilevel model of the multi-tree B (Fig. 3) is shown, 
where each node is represented by digital or computer 
system component, which has a three-dimensional 
activation TAB-matrix of functional unit subcomponents. 

The outcoming from the node arcs are transitioning to a 
lower detailed level in diagnosing process, when replacing 
faulty block is too expensive: 

rs
ij

rsk

1j

rsp

1i

rm

1s

n

1r

rs
ij BcardB  ],[BB ∑∑∑∑==

====
, 

where n is a number of diagnosis multi-tree levels; rm  is a 
number of functional units or components at the level r; rsk  
( ) is a number of components (test length) in the table 

rsB ; {0,1}Brs
ij =  is a component of an activation table, 

which is defined by 1-unit the detected faulty functionality 
under the test segment 

iA-iT  relatively to the observed 

monitor-assertion iA . Each node-table has the number of 
outcoming down arcs equal to the number of functional 
components, which are represented by activation TAB-
matrixes as well.  

 
Figure 3. Diagnosis multitree model 

Method for faulty blocks diagnosis Hardware-Software 
HS-system, based on multi-tree model, allows creating the 
universal engine in form of algorithm (Fig. 4, block 6) for 
traversal of tree branches on the depth, specified a priory:  







→
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+
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Figure 4. Engine for traversal of diagnosis multitree 

Here xor-vector-operation is executing the matrix columns 
with the assertion (output) response vector rsA , which is 

determined by the real (m) and gold (g) functionality 
responses under test patterns based on xor-operation: 

rs
rs
i

rs
i

rs
i k,1i, gmA =⊕= . If all coordinates of vector xor-

sum 0AB rsrs
j =⊕

 
is equal to zero then one of the 

following action is performed: the transition to the activation 
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matrix of the lower level s1,r
jB +  or repair of the functional 

block .  
One of two analysis ways is executed, what is the most 

important: 1) the time (t>m, block 10) – then repair of faulty 
block is performed; 2) the money (t<m) – than a transition 
down is specify more exact fault location, because 
replacement of smaller block decreases the repair cost. If at 
least one coordinate of the resulting xor-sum vector is equal 
to one 1AB rsrs

j =⊕ , then transition to the next matrix 

column is performed. When all coordinates of the assertion 
vector are equal to zero , fault-free state of a HS-
system is defined. If all vector sums by executig TAB-matrix 

column are not equal to zero 0AB rsrs
j ≠⊕ , it means a test, 

generated for detecting the given component of functionality 
has to be corrected. If more than one wector sum obtained by 
executig TAB-matrix column are equal to zero 

0AB rsrs
j =⊕ , it means an assertion engine, created for 

detecting the given component of functionality on the 
represented test has to be supplemented an extra assertion 
monitors. So, the TAB-engine has four end-nodes, where one 
of them is B-good which indicates successful finishing of the 
testing. Anoters three means the intermediate results in the 
test process, which is nessessary to take into account for the 
incresing a test quality and diagnosis depth by using extra 
assertions and/or additional test segments generation.  

Thus, the graph shown in the Fig. 3, allows realizing 
efficient infrastructure IP for the complex technical systems. 
The advantages of the TAB-engine, which is invariant to the 
hierarchical levels, are the simplicity of preparation and 
presentation of diagnostic information in the form of 
minimized activation table of functional blocks on the test 
segments. 

Technological model of infrastructure for embedded 
testing, diagnosis and repairing of faulty blocks (Fig. 5) has 
three components: 1. Block testing (Unit Under Test – 
UUT) by using a reference gold model (Model Under Test – 
MUT) for generating the assertion response vector  
which dimension corresponds to the number of test patterns. 
2. Searching faulty blocks based on analysis of the TAB-
matrix. 3. Repairing faulty blocks by replacing the good 
components from the Spare Primitives. 

Process model of embedded IP service operates in real 
time and allows supporting good state of the HS-system 
without human actions distantly. The proposed algorithm or 
TAB-engine for analysis of TAB-matrix, as well as the 
introduced diagnosis quality criteria allow solving the 
problems of quasi-optimal coverage for software and 
hardware blocks by test and assertions. The model shown in 
Fig. 5 allows effectively servicing complex HS-system. The 
advantages of this functionality that is invariant to the 
hierarchical levels, lies in simplification of preparation and 

presentation of diagnosis information in the form of 
minimized activation table for functional blocks by using 
test segments. 
In the last case, the effect – time benefits – is obtained via 
introducing the additional infrastructure to the design, Fig. 
6, which allows performing selective testing, diagnosis, and 
reprogramming some modules in the faulty detected blocks. 

 
Fig. 5. Model for embedded testing HS-components 

 
Fig. 6. Infrastructure for testing CS 

Here (fig. 5) the blocks are shown: Testbench – tests for 
functional blocks, FC – functional test coverage, F – 
functional blocks, DI – diagnosis information in form of 
faulty blocks detection tables, DT – methods and tools for 
diagnosing, DA – results of diagnosis analysis, FB – faulty 
functional modules, Repairing – repair of functional 
modules. The boundary scan cell, shown in Fig. 7, performs 
service of a single functional cell. 
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Fig. 7. Boundary scan cell 

IV. CASE STUDY FOR DIAGNOSIS 
To illustrate the performance of the proposed model and 

method the functionalities of three modules of the digital 
filter of Daubechies [11] are considered below.  

As a second test case for the practical use of the proposed 
activation model and xor-method TAB-matrix analysis for 
searching faulty blocks is further proposed the synthesis of 
diagnosis matrix for the main graph filter, shown in Fig. 8. 

 

 
Figure 8. Transaction main-TL graph 

The graph is associated with the following diagnosis TAB-
matrix, which has 6 activated test segments and 8 assertions: 

 

The system of diagnosis functions for hardware 
implementation as a part of Infrastructure IP corresponding 
to the rows or monitors is followed: 
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Synthesis of the diagnosis matrix for one discrete cosine 
transform module from the Xilinx library in the form of 
functional coverage is shown in Listing 1. 

 
 

Listing 1. Part of functional coverage  
c0: coverpoint xin { 
bins minus_big={[128:235]};  
bins minus_sm={[236:255]}; 
bins plus_big={[21:127]};  
bins plus_sm={[1:20]}; 
bins zero={0}; } 
c1: coverpoint dct_2d 
{ bins minus_big={[128:235]};  
bins minus_sm={[236:255]}; 
bins plus_big={[21:127]};  
bins plus_sm={[1:20]}; 
bins zero={0}; 
bins zero2=(0=>0); 
} 
endgroup  
 
The rest 12 modules of the transaction graphs, activation 

TAB-matrices, and logic functions are developed for testing 
and fault detection in the discrete cosine transform too.  

A fragment of monitor engine is presented by Listing 2.  
 
Listing 2. Code fragment of monitor engine  

sequence first( reg[7:0] a, reg[7:0]b); 
 reg[7:0] d; 
 (!RST,d=a) 
##7 (b==d); 
 endsequence  
property f(a,b); 
 @(posedge CLK) 
 // disable iff(RST||$isunknown(a)) first(a,b); 
!RST |=> first(a,b); 
endproperty 
odin:assert property (f(xin,xa7_in)) 
 // $display("Very good"); 
else $error("The end, xin =%b,xa7_in=%b", $past(xin, 

7),xa7_in); 
 

Testing of discrete cosine transformation in the 
environment Riviera, Aldec detects incorrectness in seven 
rows of HDL-models: 

 
//add_sub1a <= xa7_reg + xa0_reg;// 
Subsequent correcting code allowed obtaining the 

following code (Listing 3). 
 
Listing 3. Corrected code fragment  
add_sub1a <= ({xa7_reg[8],xa7_reg} + {xa0_reg[8],xa0_reg}); 
add_sub2a <= ({xa6_reg[8],xa6_reg} +{xa1_reg[8],xa1_reg}); 
add_sub3a <= ({xa5_reg[8],xa5_reg} +{xa2_reg[8],xa2_reg});  
add_sub4a <= ({xa4_reg[8],xa4_reg} + {xa3_reg[8],xa3_reg}); 
end 
else if (toggleA == 1'b0) 
begin 
add_sub1a <= ({xa7_reg[8],xa7_reg} - {xa0_reg[8],xa0_reg});  
add_sub2a <= ({xa6_reg[8],xa6_reg} - {xa1_reg[8],xa1_reg}); 
add_sub3a <= ({xa5_reg[8],xa5_reg} - {xa2_reg[8],xa2_reg});  
add_sub4a <= ({xa4_reg[8],xa4_reg} - {xa3_reg[8],xa3_reg}); 
 
Practical implementation of models and verification 

methods is integrated into the simulation environment 
Riviera of Aldec Inc., Fig. 9. New assertion and diagnosis 
modules, added into the system, improved the existing 
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verification process, which allowed 15% reduces the design 
time of digital product. 

Actually, application of assertions makes possible to 
decrease the length of test-bench code and considerably 
reduce (х3) the design time (Fig. 10), which is the most 
expensive. Assertion engine allows increasing the diagnosis 
depth of functional failures in software blocks up to level 10-
20 HDL-code statements. 

Due to the interaction of simulation tools and assertion 
engine, automatically placed inside the HDL-code, an access 
of diagnosis tools to the values of all internal signals is 
appeared. This allows quickly identifying the location and 
type of the functional failure, as well as reducing the time of 
error detection in the evolution of product with top-down 
design. Application of assertion for 50 real-life designs (from 
5 thousand up to 5 million gates) allowed obtaining hundreds 
of dedicated solutions, included in the verification template 
library VTL, which generalizes the most popular on the 
market EDA (Electronic Design Automation) temporal 
verification limitations for the broad class of digital products. 
Software implementation of the proposed system for 
analyzing assertions and diagnosing HDL-code is part of a 
multifunctional integrated environment Aldec Riviera for 
simulation and verification of HDL-models. 

 

 
Figure 9. Implementation of results in the system Riviera 
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Figure 10. Comparative analysis of verification methods 

High performance and technological combination of 
assertion analysis system and HDL-simulator of Aldec 
Company is largely achieved through integration with the 
internal simulator components, including HDL-language 
compilers. Processing the results of the assertion analysis 
system is provided by a set of visual tools of the Riviera 

environment to facilitate the diagnosis and removal of 
functional failures. The assertion analysis model can also be 
implemented in hardware with certain constraints on a subset 
of the supported language structures. Products Riviera 
including the components of assertion temporal verification, 
which allow improved the design quality for 3-5%, currently, 
occupies a leading position in the world IT market with the 
number of system installations of 5,000 a year in 200 
companies and universities in more than 20 countries. 

V. CONCLUSION 
1. Infrastructure and technology for digital systems 

analysis are presented. Proposed transactional graph model 
and method for diagnosis of digital systems-on-chips are 
focused to considerably reducing the time of faulty blocks 
detection and memory for storing the diagnosis compact 
matrix describing ternary relations in format: the monitor-
oriented test-segments which detect faulty functional 
components of the Hardware-Software system. 

2. New diagnosis quality criterion as a function depending 
on the graph structure, test, and assertion monitors is 
proposed. For this purpose there are two alternative ways. It 
allows making good choices in diagnosability improving by 
increasing test segments set for recognition equivalent faulty 
blocks or adding assertion monitors on transit nodes of the 
activation HDL-code graph.  

3. An improved TAB-engine or algorithm for functional 
failures detection in software or hardware is proposed. It is 
characterized by using the xor-operation, which makes 
possible to improve the diagnosis performance for single and 
multiple faulty blocks on the basis of parallel analysis of the 
TAB-matrix, boundary scan standard IEEE 1500, and 
vector’s operations called and, or, xor. 

4. A model for diagnosing the functionality of system-on-
chip in the form of multi-tree and method for tree traversal, 
implemented in the engine for detecting faulty blocks with 
given depth, are developed. They considerably increase the 
performance of software and hardware Infrastructure IP. 

5. Test verification of the diagnosis method is performed 
by three real case studies, presented by SoC components of a 
cosine transform filter, which showed the consistency of the 
results in order to minimize the time of faulty blocks 
detection and memory for storing diagnosis information, as 
well as increase the diagnosis depth of digital unit. 
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Influence of Transport Properties on Energy 
Resolution of Planar TlBr and CdZnTe Gamma-Ray 

Detectors: Monte Carlo Investigation 
 

Skrypnyk A.I., Khazhmuradov M.A. 

  
Abstact - The response of TlBr- and CdZnTe- detectors to 
gamma-rays was simulated by Monte Carlo method via Geant4 
package. We studied the influence of transport parameters of 
electrons and holes on energy resolution of detectors. The 
modification of photopeaks with a changing the ratio of the 
electron and hole mobility-lifetime products was investigated. 
All results obtained for TlBr detectors were compared with the 
results for CdZnTe detectors. The efficiency for detecting 
gamma-quanta in the range of energies from 10 keV to 3 MeV 
by both kinds of detector was researched. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
or many years, investigation of wide band-gap 
semiconductors (CdZnTe, TlBr, HgI2 and other) is 

directed to the development of gamma-ray detectors working 
at room temperatures without additional cooling. However, 
some features of these semiconductor materials create 
problems in determining a detector’s main operating 
characteristics. Considerable non-uniformity of 
electrophysical characteristics of single-crystals is one of the 
most important factors restraining progress in achieving this 
goal. The most unstable characteristics include specific 
resistance of detector and product of mobility µ and mean 
drift time τ for electrons and holes – (µτ)e,h (transport 
parameters of charge carriers). Planar gamma-ray detectors 
based on wide band-gap semiconductors have considerable 
spread of (µτ)e,h values even if they are produced from one 
ingot [1]. At the same bias voltage, Ub, the characteristics of 
such detectors with the same sizes such as sensitivity to the 
registered radiation δ and charge collection efficiency (CCE) 
will be different. Experiments conducted by Suzuki et al. [1] 
showed that, for example, in CdZnTe single-crystals, the ratio 
of charge transport parameters for electrons and holes within 
the same ingot may vary profoundly from 10 to 100. 
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Furthermore, modification of the ingot’s (μτ)e,h product can 
be due to technological processing of the material during 
manufacturing into a detector, or may result from the 
accumulation of defects during growth or operation [2]. 

For a study of features of room-temperature semiconductor 
devices which are manufactured for detecting nuclear 
radiation and measuring the characteristics of the radiation 
fields Monte Carlo simulation can be used. A computer 
experiment helps to overcome the difficulties that are present 
as at the study of features of semiconductors as at the 
development of detectors based on them. In the present work, 
we studied the influence of the (µτ)e,h products and (µτ)e/(µτ)h 

ratio on the spectroscopic characteristics of CdZnTe and 
TlBr- detectors using Geant4 simulation package. The 
detailed Monte Carlo investigation allowed us to model the 
response function of planar spectrometers in the gamma-ray 
energy range to 3 MeV. The dynamics of response function of 
TlBr-detectors for gamma-ray energies of 122 keV, 136 keV 
(57Co source) and 661.7 keV (137Cs source) was explored and 
compared with the dynamics of response function of CdZnTe 
detectors for the same gamma-ray energies. We presented 
how change of (µτ)e/(µτ)h ratio at constant value of (µτ)e 
influences on the high and width of all simulated photopeaks. 
It was determined and investigated the theoretical energy 
resolutions of TlBr and CdZnTe detectors. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 

We simulated the passage of gamma-quanta through the 
detector by Monte Carlo method via the user program code 
described detail in [3], embedded in Geant4 package – 
universal toolkit for the simulating the passage of charged 
particles, neutrons and gamma-quanta through matter. The 
simulation procedure is divided into 2 parts. Initially, the 
program calculates the value of the ionization energy, Ei, 
transferred to the detector by the absorbed gamma-quantum 
with the initial energy of Eγ. Then we calculate the value of 
charge induced on the detector’s contacts for every interacted 
photon. The computer model of the detector is approximated 
as much as possible to a real spectrometric device. It takes 
into account the statistical effects of pair generation within 
the detector’s volume and the modification in the amplitude 
of the output pulse under the influence of the electronic noise 
and charge-carrier capture [3]. 

F 
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To verify the described model we applied experimental 
data from 6×6×3 mm3 planar Cd0.9Zn0.1Te detectors, equipped 
with ohmic contacts. The bias voltage, Ub, was 300 V. The 
electron mobility-lifetime product (µτ)e was selected as 3×10-

3 cm2/V. We specified the total level of noise in the CdZnTe 
spectrometry systems (Equivalent Noise Charge – ENC) at 
about 300 e– (electron charge units). The detector’s dark 
current was taken as 3 nA. CdZnTe detector was irradiated by 
137Cs. Fig. 1 presents calculated and experimental response 
functions of CdZnTe detectors from 137Cs source. Overall, it 
is evident that used model is in good agreement with the 
experimental measurements. 

 

 
Fig. 1. 661.67-keV photopeak 137Cs spectrum 

 

III. ANALYSIS OF EFFICIENCY OF CHARGE COLLECTION 

One of the main problems of wide band-gap semiconductor 
detectors results from considerable spread of (μτ) values for 
electron and holes. Transport parameters for electrons and 
holes directly influence on charge collection efficiency. The 
change in the charge collection efficiency, by turn, leads to 
distortions to the pulse height spectrum. 

Therefore, to interpret correctly the investigated spectra it 
is necessary to analyze CCE. We will consider uniformity of 
distribution of electric field within detector. In this case, the 
efficiency of charge collection in the planar detector 
irradiated by gamma-quanta from the negative contact is 
described by Hecht model [4]: 
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Here, η is the charge-collection efficiency; Qind is the charge 
induced on the detector contacts; Qgen is the average charge 
created at absorption energy Ei, Qgen = Ei/ε; d is the detector’s 

thickness; and z is the depth of the gamma-quantum 
interaction within the detector’s material (0 < z < d). 

In the following, we suppose that the values of (µτ)e, Ub, 

and d are constant. We use the notations 
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Then, equation (1) can be rewritten in the equivalent form [3]: 
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The first derivative of equation (2) 
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The first derivative (3) is positive in the whole range, 0
e

z
>

κλ
, so that the efficiency of charge collection is a monotonically 
increasing function of the ratio κ and respectively, (µτ)h. It is 
correct for all z in the range from 0 to d. 
In the following section, we check this statement for TlBr and 
CdZnTe detectors. 

IV. INFLUENCE OF TRANSPORT PARAMETERS OF TLBR- AND 
CDZNTE- DETECTOR ON ITS SPECTROSCOPIC 

CHARACTERISTICS 

In the present work, we simulated 2.7×2.7×2 mm3 planar 
TlBr detectors equipped with ohmic contacts. Given thickness 
of the TlBr crystal was selected as typical for detectors based 
on this material. Moreover, TlBr detector with such thickness 
gives higher efficiency for detecting gamma-quanta with 122-
keV and 136-keV energies from 57Co (≈97% and ≈93%, 
respectively) compared with lower thickness detector (Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2. Efficiency of gamma-ray TlBr-detectors with different 

thicknesses 
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In the range of energies of gamma-quanta less than 1 МeV, 
the gamma ray detector efficiency of 2-mm TlBr detector 
slightly exceeds this efficiency of 3-mm CdZnTe detector 
(Fig. 3). Therefore, as evident from Fig. 3, efficiency of 
detection of 661.7-keV gamma-quanta from 137Cs radioactive 
source does not exceed 15% for both materials with above 
mentioned thicknesses. 

 
Fig. 3. Comparison of gamma ray detector efficiency for TlBr- 

and CdZnTe- detectors 
 

Fig. 4 shows the transformation of 57Co spectrum obtained 
by simulation of TlBr detector with decreasing κ value. The 
bias voltage, Ub, was 400 V. We specified the total level of 
noise in the TlBr spectrometry systems at about 400 e-. It was 
assumed that the detector’s dark current was 3 nA. We 
considered the material with values of the electron and hole 
mobility of 30 cm2/(V·s) and 4 cm2/(V·s), respectively, which 
reflect the measured µτ products for electrons and holes. 

 
Fig. 4. Transformation of 57Co spectrum obtained by TlBr-

detector with decreasing κ value 
 

The electron mobility-lifetime was fixed at 5×10-4 cm2/V. 
The mobility-lifetime values for holes were varied from 1×10-

4 [5] to 5×10-6 cm2/V. From Fig. 4, we observe a little shift of 
the centroids of 122-keV and 136-keV photopeaks in the 
direction of lower energy with decreasing a value of κ i.e. 
with decreasing a value of (μτ)h at const (μτ)e. Moreover, the 
theoretical energy resolution of the studied TlBr detector for 
gamma-quantum energy at 122 keV declines from 5.7% to 
7.6% with increasing 1/κ value from 5 to 100. 136-keV 
photopeak tends to full degeneration. 14.4-keV photopeak 

corresponded to third principal gamma-ray line of 57Co 
almost does not change. 

Spectrum of gamma-quanta from 57Co source obtained by 
simulation of TlBr-detector was compared with such 
spectrum received by simulation of CdZnTe detector [3]. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Transformation of 57Co spectrum obtained by 
CdZnTe detector with decreasing κ value 

 
From Fig. 4 and 5, it is evident that these spectra of 

gamma-quanta obtained by both detectors have similar 
tendency to decreasing and broadening of 122-keV and 136-
keV photopeaks and similar shape in this range of energies 
with decreasing a value of hole mobility-lifetime product. The 
theoretical energy resolution of CdZnTe detector for gamma-
quantum energy at 122 keV drops from 1.8% to 2.3% when 
the value of 1/κ changes from 10 to 60. The spectrum 
obtained by CdZnTe also has almost constant 14.4-keV 
photopeak (it is not shown in Fig. 5). It agrees with the 
experimental data of Sato et al. [Fig. 6, Ref. 6]. This reflects 
the fact that the depth of absorption of the main part of the 
gamma-quanta with 14.4-keV energy in both TlBr- and 
CdZnTe- materials is near to a hole-drift-length even at the 
worst (μτ)h values. 

However, irradiation of investigated TlBr detector by 
gamma-quanta from 57Co source gives high enough peaks in 
the spectrum in the range between about 30-50 keV in 
contrast with CdZnTe detector. The centroids of these 
photopeaks also are shifted in the direction of lower energy 
with decreasing a value of κ. We suppose that they are escape 
peaks corresponding to gamma-radiation from K-shells of Tl. 
Our simulation results agree with results of real experiment 
for TlB-detectors [5]. 

Consequently, it is evident that for gamma-quantum 
energies less than 150 keV, planar CdZnTe detectors of 3 mm 
thickness retain satisfactory spectrometric properties in the 
ratio range (µτ)e/(µτ)h below 30. Energy resolution of the 
investigated TlBr detectors of 2 mm thickness approximately 
in two times worse compared with CdZnTe detectors in this 
range of gamma-quanta energies. It agrees with experimental 
data for TlBr detectors which are obtained to the present time. 

Fig. 6 presents the simulated spectrum of gamma-quanta 
from 137Cs source obtained for investigated TlBr-detector. 
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Fig. 6. Transformation of 137Cs spectrum obtained by TlBr 

detector with decreasing κ value 

In this case of investigation, because of low efficiency for 
detecting the gamma-quantum energy at 661.7 keV we 
needed to increase the number of simulated gamma-quantum 
trajectories of 137Cs source compared with 57Co to 108 to 
collect statistics. The theoretical energy resolution of the 
investigated TlBr-detector at a gamma-ray energy of 
661.7 keV drops from 2.6% to 4.8%, when the value of 1/κ 
changes from 5 to 20. 

From Fig. 7 we observe faster degeneration of 661.7-keV 
photopeak in TlBr compared with 122-keV photopeak. These 
results agree with results of simulation of CdZnTe detector 
irradiated by 137Cs source. Fig. 7 shows the changes that 
occur around the 661.7-keV photopeak with the simulated 
spectrum of the 137Cs source for a CdZnTe detector [3]. The 
value of 1/κ = 20 can be considered as the threshold level. 
The theoretical energy resolution of the investigated CdZnTe 
detector at 661.7 keV declines from 1.1% to 1.5% in the 
range of 1/κ values from 10 to 20. The planar CdZnTe 
detectors with higher value of 1/κ are unsuitable for the 
spectrometry of high-energy gamma-quanta, because even 
low accumulation of radiation traps can lead to the 
disappearance of the photopeak. 

 

Fig. 7. Transformation of 137Cs spectrum obtained by 
CdZnTe detector with decreasing κ value 

The faster degeneration of the 661.7-keV photopeak in 
CdZnTe detectors compared with the 122-keV photopeak is 
connected with the fact that in the simulated detector the 
interaction of 122-keV gamma-quanta within the detector 
material mainly occurs in the first one-third of its thickness. 
Gammas with energy of 661.7 keV uniformly interact with 
detector throughout its entire thickness. The efficiency of 
charge collection, Eq. (1), depends on interaction depth. 
Therefore, decreasing the hole-drift-length relative to the 
electron-free path more strongly reduces η(κ, z) and the pulse 
amplitude at greater depths. The full absorption cross-section 
of CdZnTe is small in the energy region Eγ above 100 keV. 
Therefore, this small total pulse-number from the full 
absorption of 661.7-keV gamma-quantum is spread therewith 
over a wider range of amplitudes. 

It was determined that planar CdZnTe detectors 
theoretically can ensure an energy resolution of better than 
2% at 661.7 keV provided that the value of 1/κ is less than 
20. In the range 1/κ from 20 to 60, the detector’s resolution 
quickly deteriorates to 10-12% after the complete 
disappearance of the 661.7-keV photopeak. 

From simulation of TlBr detectors, we concluded that in 
the range 1/κ less than 10 we may receive energy resolution 
better than 3%. At a value of 1/κ more than 45 the 661.7-keV 
photopeak cannot be observed by TlBr-detector. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Basing on the mentioned model, response of 
semiconductor TlBr-detectors to gamma-quanta from 57Co 
and 137Cs sources was simulated and then was compared with 
response of CdZnTe-detectors to gamma-quanta from the 
same sources. The detection efficiency of both materials was 
investigated. We conclude that TlBr- and CdZnTe- detectors 
have the same detection efficiency in the range of energies to 
60 keV. At gamma-ray energies of 122 keV and 136 KeV 
(from 57Co source) TlBr detector has higher detection 
efficiency compared with CdZnTe detector. For 661.7-keV 
energy for both investigated detectors the given value does 
not exceed 15%. 

We determined that investigated detectors have similar 
tendency to broadening of 122-keV, 136-keV and  
661.7-keV photopeaks and deterioration of energy resolution 
with decreasing a value of (μτ)h at a constant value of (μτ)e. It 
is concluded that the spectroscopic properties of the both 
kinds of detector are maintained when the range of the 
(μτ)e/(μτ)h ratio is below 20. For CdZnTe if the (μτ)e/(μτ)h 
ratio is above 60, then the 661.7-keV photopeak cannot be 
observed for planar detectors, even with very low levels of 
electronic noise. In the case of TlBr-detectors, complete 
degeneration of 661.7-keV photopeak is observed at a little 
less (μτ)e/(μτ)h ratio. These criteria establish quality-growth 
requirements for spectrometric TlBr and CdZnTe materials. 
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Abstract ‒ Integral reliability characteristics of the 

monoergative computer system, one of the basic components of 
which is a human-operator, are examined. Mathematical 
models and analytical dependences of the restorable system 
dependability on the numeral values of the user’s competency 
are received. These dependences allow to define necessary 
expense on the improvement of the operator’s learning level, 
depending on the state of his current competence as an user of 
the technical system. 
 

Index Terms ‒ competency, operator, reliability factor, 
repairable system. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
he appearance of the complex organic ergative systems 
(ES) is associated with the rapid development of the 
computer information technology and the necessity for 

operators’ work with a control interface of the modern 
technical complexes, such as objects in the space and 
aviation engineering, power plants, process control systems, 
networks, internet, etc. ES found application in those 
objects where the intervention of an operator in the object 
operation is currently the requirement for error-free 
performance of these objects. 

In most cases, ES is a complex computer-aided control 
system (CCS), a major component of which is a human-
operator or group of operators, and depending on the 
number of operating staff the monoergative (one operator) 
and poliergative (several people) system are distinguished. 
By the operators hierarchy ES can be the first, second and 
higher order. For example, the second-order system has two 
levels of control, on the first of which an operator works 
with a technical device and on the second – the operator in 
addition to the work with a technical device to provide 
guidance of the first operator [1]. The research related to the 
development and improvement of the ES can be described 
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by three stages. At the first stage, the goal of the ES 
improvement was a human adaptation to the technical 
device, at the second stage – the technical device to a 
human: his psychological, physiological, anthropometric 
and other characteristics. The third stage is characterized by 
a human factors analysis together with the characteristics of 
the technical object as a total integral character of the ES. 
But it isn’t a man is considered as an average link included 
to the technical system, but a technical device – as a tool 
included to the activity of a human-operator. That human 
generates and implements the goals of the ES operation by 
technical devices [2]. 

The mandatory components of the ES besides operating 
staff involved in control are computer hardware and 
software tools. The effectiveness of the ES operation 
considerably depends on the reliability (availability) of all 
three components. Subject to this the important task is to 
ensure their trouble-free operation during the operation. 
This task has three main components – the ES reliability, 
the availability to the system application and the qualitative 
characteristics of the service, in particular, the level of the 
diagnosability provision. These three components assume 
the diagnosis and elimination of the possible system 
problems, generated by faults and failures. 

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 
The reliability of the technical computer environment 

has been researched quite extensively and deeply. The 
reliability of the complex software systems is studied less 
and the reliability properties of the ES operators, the 
evaluation of their performance is currently research not 
well. 

A human-operator is the basic link of the modern ES, 
statistics show that 20-30% of the accidents and disasters, 
directly or indirectly, related to the human error. 
Consequently, the overall assessment of the technical 
systems reliability and their integral characteristics must 
necessarily include the analysis of the human factor. In this 
connection, the development of the ES integral 
characteristics evaluation procedure, taking into account the 
properties of all three components – the operating staff, 
hardware and software – is actual task. In the capacity of 
the basic integral ES characteristics the reliability factor of 
the restorable technical system taking into account the 
readiness of the operator based on his competence is 
proposed to use. 
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III. ES RELIABILITY SUBJECT TO THE HUMAN-OPERATOR 
ACTIVITY 

Systematic approach of the ES reliability assessment 
provides the assessment of a human as one of the main 
components of the system. In the general case, this 
reliability is defined as the need of the successfully 
accomplish of the task on given stage of the system 
operation within a specified period of time under certain 
requirements to the activity time. 

The ES reliability assessment is based on the following 
assumptions: 
 both hardware failures and operator errors are rare, 

random and independent events; 
 an appearance of more than one single-type event 

during the time of the system operation is almost 
impossible; 
 the ability of the operator to errors compensation and 

to the error-free operation – are independent properties of 
the operator. 

Error (failure) of the human-operator is defined as the 
non-execution of the task (or perform forbidden acts) which 
can lead to violation of the scheduled operations. 

The operator error can be divided into three groups: 
 the goal of the problem solving can’t be achieved due 

to the erroneous actions of an operator; 
 the operator seeks to achieve the erroneous goal; 
 the operator is inactive at the moment when his 

participation is necessary. 
The criteria of the performance and reliability are used 

for evaluation of an operator activity [3]. 
The performance criterion is problem time, i.e. the time 

from the moment of an operator reaction on the signal to the 
moment of the stimulus end: onon VHabHaT /+=+= , 
where a  – a hidden reaction time, i.e. period of the time 
from the signal appearance to the operator's response on it 
(0,2 ... 0,5 sec); b – the time of the one information unit 
processing (0,15–0,35 min); H – the amount of processed 
information; onV  (2 … 4 units/sec), or bandwidth, which 
characterizes the time during which the operator grasps the 
meaning of the information. 

The reliability of the operator is characterized by his 
faultlessness, availability, accuracy, recoverability and 
timeliness. For each of these indicators the analytical 
dependences can be developed. 

Let’s consider the case when the compensation of the 
operator error and hardware failure is impossible [2]. If 
hardware failure and human error – are independent events, 
the probability of the failure-free operation is: 

)(),(),( 000 tPttPtttP = , where ),( 0 ttPt – the probability of 
the no-failure operation of the hardware over a period 0t  , 

tt +0 ; )(0 tP  – the probability of the error-free operator 
operation over a period t , subject to the hardware trouble-
free operation, 0t – the total time of the system operation, t  
– the current period of the system operation. 

The ES with noncompensible operator errors and 
hardware failures is occurring in practice relatively rare. 

The reliability of such systems can be enhanced by the 
operators’ redundancy with periodic diagnosis of their 
activities results. 

The technical systems with failures recovery and 
operator errors compensation are widespread. The operators 
can fix (compensate) the part of the admitted errors in 
proper time. The errors compensation is an important 
alternate way of the ES reliability improving. Bringing into 
the technical system the attachments facilitated the error 
correction, increases the ES reliability significantly. 

The system with errors and failures compensation will 
work without failures during the time 0t , tt +0  under the 
following conditions: 

1) the technical system didn’t fail and the operator 
didn’t make a mistake; 

2) the technical system didn’t fail and the operator made 
a mistake, but fixed (compensated) it; 

3) the operator didn’t make a mistake, the technical 
system failed, but through the operator intervention a 
system performed its functions; 

4) the operator made a mistake, but fixed (compensated) 
it, the technical system failed but, trough the operator 
intervention, system and operator performed their functions. 

IV. THE RELIABILITY FACTOR OF THE REPAIRABLE SYSTEM  
For an approximate reliability indexed calculation of the 

repairable ES let’s accept the following assumptions. We 
consider the set of flows occurring in the system in case of 
the separate elements failure. The analysis of all the 
situations that lead to the system failure as a whole is 
conducted. As a result, the intensity of the events’ flow of 
this type and the length of the failed state by each of the 
reasons is computed. Then the procedure of the flows 
superposition of those situations, each of which leads to the 
system failure or flows’ depression for those situations that 
lead to the system failure during simultaneous 
implementation is consistently applied.  

As a result, we obtain the resulting flow with two 
summary characteristics: average uptime and average 
recovery time.  

Subject to the reliability of the systems uptime, as a rule, 
will be exponentially distributed, so these two parameters 
are sufficient for the evaluation of any other reliability 
indexes [2]. 

The process of the repairable object operation can be 
represented as a sequence of alternating periods of 
availability and recovery (standing idle) (fig. 1). 

 

 
Fig. 1.  The repairable object operation, nTT 1 – the periods of the 

availability; nττ 1 – the periods of the recovery 
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The reliability factor – is the probability that an object 
will be in working order at any time, except for the 
scheduled periods during which intended application of the 
object isn’t provided. This index assesses at the same time 
the properties of the availability and maintainability of the 
object. 

For restorable object on conditions that there is a simple 
flow of failures and recoveries the reliability factor equal 
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index. 
From the expression (1) it follows that the reliability 

factor of the object can be increased by increasing of the 
mean time between failures and reducing of the average 
time of recovery. On the other hand the reliability factor 
depends not on the absolute values of the variables T  and 
τ , but of their relations, i.e. on value γ .  

Note that for the high-reliability systems τ>>Т  or 
1=<<γ . 

For high-reliability CCS 999,09,0 << RK , i.e. 

999,0
1

19,0 <
+

<
γ

.  

In other words 
( ) ( )γγ +<<+ 1999,0119,0 ,  

γγ 999,0999,019,09,0 +<<+ .  
Solving the inequality, we obtain: 111,0001,0 << γ . 
For the practical calculations an approximate K  

calculations is used. For this let’s perform the following 
transformation: 
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as 1<<γ , 2γ≈∆ . 
Thereby, for computing γ−≈ 1K .  
Together with the rise of the period under review an 

average reliability factor seeks to the reliability factor as to 
the limiting value, which with the increase of the interval 
time, i.e. )(lim)( tKtK

t ∞→
= , where )(tK  – the probability 

that at time t  the product is up (in certain initial conditions 

at 0=t ), i.e. dttP
T

tK ∫
∞

+
=

0
)(1)(

τ
, )(tK – the probability 

of the failure-free operation. For an exponential distribution 
Т  and τ  the dependency diagrams of the basic values 

t
RR keKtK )()( µλ +−+=  and the time for the corresponding 

values γ  are showed on figure 2. 

 

V. THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE RELIABILITY FACTOR AND 
USER COMPETENCY  

The high-reliability CCS is a set of the technical tools, 
dataware and software (SW), as well as operating staff that 
combined to perform control functions. It is assumed that 
failing of any three components leads to the system failing, 
which have to operate continuously over a preset time [3]. 

To simplify further discussion let’s introduce the 
following restrictions, which, in toto, don’t affect the 
calculation nature of the reliability factor: 

– mean-time-between-failures Т  and recovery time τ  
are random variables that obey an exponential distribution; 

– CSS technical parameters which determine the value 
Т  and τ , don’t change over time; 

– Т  and τ  correlation doesn’t change over time 
(stationary process); 

– staff qualification (training) affects the changes of the 
Т  and τ  as well. 

The evaluation model of the human-operator activity in 
the capacity of the CCS component was proposed in [4]. 
The availability conservation property of the operator under 
appropriate functional activities on the assumption of 
training is represented by double exponential model: 

 
ντλτ

−−= etetP 3
3 ),( ,        (2) 

 
where 3t  – the operator's time which required to perform 
task in the information system; λ  – the error intensity 
during work performance, τ  – learning time, ν  – the error 
intensity during learning time. 

A consequence of (2) is a formula of the conditional 
intensity of the operator failure (error) on the assumption of 
pretraining: 
 

)()()( ttPt λ=Λ ,        (3) 
 
where )(tP  – the conditional probability of the successful 
CCS operator activity under availability resource 
consumption which accumulated during training period, 

 
Fig. 2.  Dependency diagrams RK  
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)(tλ  – unconditional failure (errors) intensity of the 
operator. From (3) follows that the conditional failure 
intensity )(tΛ  comes to the minimization of the 
unconditional failure (errors) intensity )(tλ  in P  time. As 

applied to systems with recovery, where 
T
1

=λ , it can be 

assumed that the mean time to failure yT  increases in 1P  
time, i.e. 1PTTy ⋅=  (actually, conditional mean time to 
failure decreases as 10 1 ≤≤ P ). Applying the similar 

reasoning to the restorations intensity 
τ

µ 1
= , we can 

assume that the recovery time τ  will decrease in 2P  time, 

i.e. 
2Py

ττ =  (actually, the recovery time will increase, as 

by-turn 10 2 ≤≤ P ). On the assumption that the operator 
learning affect the Т  and τ  as well, let’s assume that the 
conditional probability for them will be identical, i.e. 

PPP == 21 . For the operating CCS staff let’s define the 

conditional reliability factor: 
yy

y
y T

T
K

τ+
= , that can also be 

referred as PK  (operating personnel). 

Taking into account PTTy ⋅=  and 
Py

ττ = , we obtain: 
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If we accept that 01,0=γ , we will get 
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The dependency diagram of the conditional reliability 
factor PK  on the conditional probability in the range from 0 
to 1 when 01,0=γ  is showed on figure 3. 

 

For approximate determination of the PK  let’s define 
tolerance range for P : 
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On the basis of 01
2

>−=
P

K γ , we obtain 1
2

<
P
γ  or 

γ>2P , i.e. 
 

γ>P .          (6) 
 
The dependence P  on PK  will be: ( ) 21 PK ⋅−=γ ; 

K
P

−
=

1
2 γ ; 

K
P

−
=

1
γ , which makes it possible to 

calculate the increment P∆  depending on K∆ : 
 

( )KK
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1
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1
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VI. THE MODEL OF THE OPERATOR LEARNING 
Operator learning C  let’s define as the frequency of the 

correct task performance of the operating activities 
(learning outcome). At the same time )1( −C  – the 
frequency of the incorrect task performance. 

Then 
N
RC = , where R  – the number of correct actions 

of the operator in unit time, N – the total number of 
operations per unit time. 

In terms of (2) and (3) the probability of failure-free 
operation is tetP ν−=)( , where ν  – the operator error 
intensity during learning time t . If we abstract from the 
random nature of the human error during the training period 
and from the learning time t , and consider only the training 
outcome C , then the operator error intensity during 
learning time can be replaced by the number of errors 
during learning time )1( −C : 

 
)1()1( −−− == CC eeP .      (8) 

 
For the transition from the conditional probability P  to 

learning C  let’s find the logarithm: 
1ln −= CP ;  1ln += PC . 

Let’s define the tolerance range for P on the basis of 
10 ≤≤ C : 

 
11ln0 ≤+≤ P , 0ln1 ≤≤− P , 

 
Fig.3.  The dependency diagram PK  
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Fig. 4.  The dependency diagram PK  on P  

 

01 ePe ≤≤− , 1368.0 ≤≤ P .      (9) 
 
Thus, then 01.0=γ  the turndown PK  will be 

9901,0932,0 ≤≤ pK . 
Based on a comparison of (6) and (9), we can conclude 

that to compute the conditional reliability factor of the 
personnel PK  it's more than enough to use only 
approximate formula (5). 

Let’s consider the extreme case. With the highest level 
of learning 1=C , 10 == eP  as well as PK  is equal to the 
maximum value of the unconditional reliability factor, 
which corresponds to the objective nature of the learning 
process. 

With minimal learning level 0=C , 
37.0110 === −− eeP , as well 932.0=PK . This value of the 

minimum PK  due to the fact that the two-level exponential 
model takes into account other factors except the personnel 
learning, for example, learning time, ways of the personnel 
restorative function and others. 

The dependency diagram of the conditional reliability 
factor PK  on the personnel learning level C  with 01.0=γ  
is showed on figure 4. 

 
Let’s show an example of the personnel learning level 

calculating in assumption of the reliability factor changes. 
Let’s suppose that there is a CCS with recoverability 
indices 01,0=γ . The analysis results of the staff’s skill 
level showed that the learning level (competency) is equal 
to 55,0=C . We have to determine how much personnel 
learning have to increase for the conditional reliability 
factor PK  rose to 0.01 ( 01,0=∆ PK ). 

Using (7) )1( −= CeP , let’s calculate the conditional 
probability 63,045,0155,0 === −− eeP , and base on it – the 
conditional reliability factor.  

On the basis of (6) let’s calculate 

19,063,0
)01,0975,0(1

01,0
=−

+−
=∆P . 

With reverse transition to the learning index 
(competency) C  on the basis 1ln += PC  we will get: 

801,0182,0ln =+=C . 

Thus, the conditional reliability factor or staff reliability 
factor can be increased by increasing of the personnel 
learning level (competency) C , on 01,0=∆K  in 
assumption of 19,0=∆P , but the competency level has to 
be raised to 8,0=C  (i.e. 25,0=∆C ). For the competency 
assessment of the ES user we can use the method given in 
[5]. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 
The analysis of the integral reliability characteristics of 

the monoergative computer system showed that the 
availability of the repairable system appreciably depends on 
the functional availability level of the technical system user, 
which is determined by his learning (competency) as an 
operator. The received mathematical models and analytic 
dependences between system reliability factor and 
numerical values of user competency make possible to 
determine improvement costs of the operator learning level 
according to the state of his current competency. 
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SSBDDs and Double Topology for Multiple Fault 
Reasoning

Raimund Ubar, Sergei Kostin, Jaan Raik 
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Abstract — The paper presents a novel view on the Structurally 

Synthesized BDDs (SSBDD) as a model with inherent double 
topology for compact modeling of single faults and efficient 
reasoning of multiple faults. The nodes of SSBDDs represent lower 
level signal path topology in the original circuit, and the paths of 
SSBDD represent higher level topology of conditions to be processed 
during fault reasoning. The double topological view on SSBDDs 
allows to give easy explanation of the limitations of existing methods 
of multiple fault testing, and shows the ways how to avoid fault 
masking. A generalization of the test pair approach in a form of the 
concept of test groups is introduced for testing multiple faults. 

Keywords: combinational circuits, binary decision diagrams,  
multiple fault testing, fault masking. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Within the last two decades BDDs [1-3] have become 

state-of-the-art data structure in VLSI CAD for 
representation and manipulation of Boolean functions. 
Overviews about different types of BDDs can be found 
for example in [4,5]. 

Traditional use of BDDs has been functional, i.e the 
target has been to represent and manipulate the Boolean 
functions by BDDs as efficiently as possible. Less 
attention has been devoted to representing by BDDs the 
structural properties of logic circuits in form of mapping 
between the BDD nodes and the circuit implementation. 
This aspect was introduced in [6,7], where one-to-one 
mapping between the nodes of BDDs and signal paths in 
the circuit was introduced. These BDDs were initially 
called as alternative graphs [6,7], and later as structurally 
synthesized BDDs (SSBDD) [8]. The name SSBDD 
stresses the way how the BDDs are created from the gate-
level network structure of logic circuits. 

The mapping between the SSBDD nodes and the 
structure of the circuit can be regarded as the first level 
diagnostic topology inherent in SSBDDs, namely the 
topology of fault propagation paths in the circuit. Each 
node of SSBDD models different aspects related to a 
particular signal path in the original circuit, such as 
propagated signal waveforms, subsets of activated faults, 
timing characteristics like signal delays. These issues 
cannot be simulated explicitly with „classical“ BDDs, 
since the nodes of BDDs have only functional meaning 
and represent only the primary input variables [8,9]. 
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A problem that is still not solved in the field of test and 
fault diagnosis is how to manage fault masking and 
generate tests for multiple faults which may mask each 
other.  

The graphical representation of SSBDDs can be 
regarded as the second level diagnostic topology, since 
each path in the SSBDD may model not only fault 
activation conditions for test generation purposes, but also 
potential masking conditions between the multiple faults 
in the circuit. 

The double topology inherent in SSBDDs which is 
represented first, by the set of nodes, and second, by the 
set of paths in SSBDDs, allows to create efficient 
algorithms for multiple fault analysis, test generation and 
fault diagnosis, because of the straightforward and easily 
computable representation of very complex fault 
relationships. 

In this paper we consider the use of SSBDDs for 
analyzing multiple suck-at faults (MSAF) considering in 
fact only single stuck-at-faults (SSAF). Most approaches 
to multiple fault test have tried to reduce the complexity 
of handling MSAF [10-12]. A totally different idea, 
which is based directly on the SSAF model only, involves 
two-pattern test approach [13-14] where test pairs were 
proposed to identify fault-free lines. In [15], the 
insufficiency of test pairs was shown to guarantee the 
detection of multiple faults. To overcome the deficiency 
of test pairs, a new method of test groups was elaborated 
[16-17]. The idea of test groups for identifying fault-free 
subcircuits in the circuit under test was introduced the 
first time in [16]. In [17], it was proven that a test group is 
robust regarding multiple faults, and is sufficient for 
detecting any non-redundant multiple fault in a 
combinational circuit. 

In this paper we show the limitations of both, test pairs 
and the test groups, and show how to overcome these 
limitations by using the topology inherent in the nodes 
and paths of SSBDDs. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
explains the concept of SSBDD. In Section 3 we discuss 
the method of test pairs, and provide a counterexample to 
show the limits of this approach. Section 4 discusses the 
fault masking issues, and Section 5 presents the concept 
of test groups. In Section 6 we show the sufficiency of 
test groups for detecting multiple faults of any 
multiplicity using the topological view on SSBDDs. 
Section 7 provides some experimental results, and Section 
8 concludes the paper.  

II. STRUCTURALLY SYNTHESIZED BINARY DECISION 
DIAGRAMS 

Let us have a gate level combinational circuit with fan-
outs only at inputs. Consider the maximum fan-out free 
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region (FFR) of the circuit with inputs at the fan-out 
branches and fan-out free inputs. Let the number of the 
inputs of FFR be n. For such a tree-like sub-circuit we 
can create an SSBDD with n nodes by superposition of 
BDDs of gates in the circuit [6-9].  

Example 1. In Fig. 1 we have a circuit with a FFR-
module which can be represented by a Boolean 
expression: 

∨∨∨= ))(( 76154132111 xxxxxxxy  
))(( 74296281222 xxxxxxx ∨∨∨  

and as SSBDD in Fig.2. The literals with two indexes in 
the formula and in the SSBDD denote the branches of 
fan-out stems, and represent signal paths in the circuit. In 
this example, there are only two branches for each fan-
out, the second index 1 is for the upper branch in the 
circuit in Fig.1, and the second index 2 is for the lower 
branch. For instance, the bold signal path in Fig.1 is 
represented by the literal x12 in the formula and by the 
node x12 in the SSBDD in Fig.2. 
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Fig. 1. Combinational circuit with four faults  
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Fig. 2. SSBDD for the circuit in Fig.1 with four faults 

Every combinational circuit can be regarded as a 
network of modules, where each module represents an 
FFR of maximum size. This way of modeling of the 
circuit by SSBDDs allows to keep the complexity of the 
model (the total number of nodes in all graphs) linear to 
the number of gates in the circuit. 

Definition 1. SSBDD model for a given circuit is a 
subset of SSBDDs, where each of them represents an 
FFR, and another subset of SSBDDs, where each of them 
contains a single node representing a primary fan-out 
input.   

As a side effect of the synthesis of SSBDDs, we build 
up a strict one-to-one relationship between the nodes in 
SSBDDs and the signal paths in the modules (FFRs) of 
the circuit. Direct relation of nodes to signal paths allows 
to handle with SSBDDs easily such problems like fault 
modeling, fault collapsing, and fault masking. 

Definition 2. Let us call the one-to-one mapping 
between the SSBDD nodes and the topology of signal 
paths in the original circuit as the first level diagnostic 
topological property of SSBDDs. 

The first level topological property of SSBDDs allows 
a compact representation of a set of properties inherent to 
the circuit signal paths by a single property of the related 
SSBDD node. For example, all the 10 SAF along the 
signal path from x12 to y in the circuit in Fig.1 are 
represented by only 2 SAF of the SSBDD node x12 in 
Fig.2. 

The variables in the nodes of SSBDD, in general, may 
be inverted. They are inverted when the number of 
invertors on the corresponding signal path in the circuit is 
odd. The two terminal nodes of the SSBDD are labeled by 
Boolean constants #1 (truth) and #0 (false).   

Logic simulation with SSBDDs. Tracing paths on an 
SSBDD can be interpreted as a procedure of calculating 
the value of the output variable y for the given input 
pattern. The procedure is carried out by traversing the 
nodes in SSBDD, depending on the values of the node 
variables at the given pattern. By convention, the value 1 
of the node variable means the direction to the right from 
the node, and the value 0 of the node variable means the 
direction down. Calculation begins in the root node, and 
the procedure will terminate in one of the terminal nodes 
#1 or #0. The value of y will be determined by the 
constant in the terminal node where the procedure stops 
for the given input pattern. 

Example 2. Consider again the circuit and SSBDD in 
Fig.1, and Fig.2. For the pattern 100111010 (123456789), 
a path (x11, x21, x41, x5, x61, #1) in the SSBDD is traced 
(shown by bold lines in Fig. 2), which produces the 
output value  y =1 for the given pattern. 

III. TOPOLOGICAL DIAGNOSTIC MODELING WITH 
SSBDD 

Let have an FFR-module of a circuit which 
implements a function y = f(X) where X is the set of input 
variables of the module, and is represented by SSBDD 
with a set of nodes M. Let x(m)∈X  be the variable at the 
node m∈M, and let m0 and m1 be the neighbors of the 
node m for the assignments  x(m) = 0 and  x(m) = 1, 
respectively.   

Activation of SSBDD paths. Let Tt  be a pattern 
applied at the moment t on the inputs X of the module. 
The edge (m,me) in SSBDD, where e∈{0,1}, is called 
activated by Tt  if  x(m) = e. A path (m, n) is called 
activated by Tt  if all the edges which form the path are 
activated.  

To activate a path (m, n) means to assign by Tt  the 
node variables along  this path the proper values. Path 
activation can be interpreted as a reverse task to SSBDD 
simulation. 

Definition 3. Let us call the mapping between the 
paths (m0,#e) in SSBDD from the root node m0 to one of 
the terminal nodes  #e, where e ∈{0,1}, and the set of 
input patterns which activate the path (m0,#e), as the 
second level diagnostic topological property of SSBDDs. 

The second level topological property of SSBDDs 
allows not only a compact representation of the truth table 
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of the circuit, but also efficient test generation, fault 
simulation and straightforward reasoning of complex fault 
relationships like multiple fault masking. 
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Path (m0,m) Path (m1, #1)

Path (m

0, #0)

Node under 
test

x(m) =1)

x(m) =0)

 
Fig. 3. Topological view on testing of nodes on the SSBDD  

Test generation. A test pattern Tt  will detect a single 
stuck-at-fault (SSAF) x(m) ≡ e, e∈{0,1}, if it activates in 
the SSBDD three paths: a path (m0,m) from the root node 
to the node under test, two paths (m0, #0), (m1, #1) for 
fault-free and faulty cases, and satisfies the fault 
activation condition x(m) = e ⊕ 1.  

Assume e = 1. To simulate the test experiment for Tt, 
generated for the fault x(m) ≡ 1, first, the path (m0,m) will 
be traced up to the node m which will “serve as a switch”. 
If the fault is missing, the path  (m0, #0) will be traced, 
and if the fault is present, the path  (m1, #1) will be traced. 

Note, that a test pattern Tt for a node fault x(m) ≡ e 
detects single SAFs on all the lines of the signal path in 
the circuit, which is represented by the node m in 
SSBDD. 

Example 3. Consider the fault x11 ≡ 1 in the circuit of 
Fig.1, represented by the fault x(m) = x11 ≡ 1 in the 
SSBDD in Fig.1. Since the node under test m and the root 
node are the same, m = m0, the first path (m0,m) is 
collapsed, and need not activation. To generate a test 
pattern Tt  for  x11 ≡ 1, we have to activate two paths: (m0 

,#0)  and  (m1, #1),  like (x22=0, #0), and (x21=0, x41=1, 
x5=1, x61=1, #1), respectively. For the node under test we 
take x11 = 0 which means that the expected value will be y 
= 0. Since the fault x11 ≡ 1 is present, the path  
(x11,x21,x41,x5, x61,#1) will be traced when simulating the 
test experiment, and the value #1 in the terminal node will 
indicate the presence of fault. 

Fault simulation of a test pattern Tt  on the SSBDD is 
carried out by the following procedure:  

(1) The path (m0,#e) where e∈{0,1}, activated by the 
test pattern Tt  will be determined. 

(2) For each node m∈(m0,#e), its successor 
m*∉(m0,#e), is determined, and the path (m*,#e*) 
from m* to a terminal  #e*  will be simulated; if  e 
≠ e* then the fault of the node m is detectable by 
Tt , otherwise not. 

Example 4.  Consider the SSBDD in Fig.2. For the 
input pattern Tt  = 100111010 (123456789), a path (x11, 
x21, x41, x5, x61, #1) in the SSBDD is activated, which 
produces e = 1. According to Step 2 we find that the 
nodes x11, x41, and x5 have all the same successor x22, and 
by simulation the path (x22,#e*) we find that e* = 0, which 

means that the test pattern is able to detect the faults x11 ≡ 
0, x41 ≡ 0, and x5  ≡ 0, since e ≠  e*. The fault x61 ≡ 0 is as 
well detectable, since the activated path (x7, x22, #e*) 
gives as well e* = 0. It is easy to see that the fault x21 ≡ 1 
is not detectable since  the activated path (x3, x41, x5, x61, 
#e*) produces the same result e* = 1 as in the case when 
the node x21 is correct.  

Fault diagnosis. Let a test pattern Tt  is carried out 
during diagnosis experiment. First, we relate to the test 
pattern Tt  the set of faults R(Tt) = {x11 ≡ 0, x41 ≡ 0, x5  ≡ 0, 
x61 ≡ 0} detectable by Tt. This set of faults was calculated 
by fault simulation. We have now two possibilities: 

(1) If the pattern Tt  fails, we will suspect all the faults 
of R(Tt) as faulty. To have a better diagnostic 
resolution we have to carry out additional test 
patterns to prune the set of candidate faults as 
much as possible. 

(2) If the pattern Tt  passes, it would be logical to 
conclude that the faults of R(Tt) are not present. 
However, it is correct only in the case when it is 
assumed that the circuit may consist always only 
a single fault. 

Example 5. Consider the circuit and SSBDD in Fig.1. 
Assume that the circuit contains four faults: R = {x11 ≡ 1, 
x22 ≡ 1, x42  ≡ 0, x61 ≡ 0}. Let us apply again to this faulty 
circuit the test pattern  Tt  = 100111010 (123456789). 
Since (x61 ≡ 0) ∈ R(Tt), we should expect that the test 
pattern will fail. However, the test will pass because the 
detectable fault (x61 ≡ 0) ∈ R(Tt) ∩ R, is masked by the 
fault (x22 ≡ 1) ∈ R. 

To manage potential fault masking during the test 
experiments, more advanced methods for test pattern 
generation and fault diagnosis should be used. 

IV. FAULT MASKING IN DIGITAL CIRCUITS 
Consider again the combinational circuit in Fig.1 

which contains four stuck-at faults: x11≡1, x22≡1, x42≡0, 
and x61≡0. All the faults are depicted also in SSBDD in 
Fig.2. 

Example 6. Table I contains four test patterns 
targeting these faults (“target faults” in column 11) as 
single faults. All the four test patterns will pass and not 
detect the target faults because of circular masking by 
another fault  (Fig.4). 

TABLE I 
TEST PATTERNS FOR SELECTED FAULTS IN FIG.1 

t 
Test patterns Tt

 Target 
faults 

Mask  
faults x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 

1 0 0 - 1 1 1 0 1 0 x11 ≡ 1 x61 ≡ 0 
2 1 0 - 1 1 1 0 0 1 x61 ≡ 0 x22 ≡ 1 
3 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 - 1 x22 ≡ 1 x42 ≡ 0 
4 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 - 1 x42 ≡ 0 x11 ≡ 1 
5 1 0 - 1 1 0 0 1 0 x22 ≡ 1 ∅ 

T2

x11 ≡ 1

x42 ≡ 0

x22 ≡ 1

x61 ≡ 0

T4T1T3T5x22≡ 1 can be 
detected by T

5How to find this 
pattern?

Cycle of fault masking

 
Fig. 4. Four faults masking each other in a cycle   
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There exists however another test pattern T5  (in Table 
I and Fig. 4) which would be able to “break the masking 
cycle” by detecting the fault x22 ≡ 1, one of the targeted 
four faults. The problem is how to find this pattern, or in 
general, how to find a test pattern for a given fault, which 
would be immune against masking by any possible 
combination  of multiple faults. 

To avoid fault masking, a method was proposed to use 
two patterns (test pairs) where the first pattern has the 
task to test the target fault, and the second pattern has the 
role of testing the possible masking faults [13,14]. The 
main idea of this concept is to conclude from the passed 
test pair the correctness of the wire xi  under test, i.e. the 
absence of the both faults xi ≡0 and xi ≡1. Unfortunately, 
not always the test pairs are working as  expected [15,16]. 

 
TABLE II 

TEST PAIRS FOR TESTING 4 PATHS IN THE CIRCUIT IN FIG.1 

t 
Test pairs TP 

t = {Tt, Tt+1} Target 
faults 

Test 
wires x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 

1 0 0 - 1 1 1 0 1 0 x11 ≡ 1 x11 2 1 0 - 1 1 1 0 1 0 x61 ≡ 0 
3 1 0 - 1 1 1 0 0 1 x61 ≡ 0 x61 4 1 0 - 1 1 0 0 0 1 x22 ≡ 1 
5 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 - 1 x22 ≡ 1 x22 6 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 - 1 x42 ≡ 0 
7 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 - 1 x42 ≡ 0 x42 8 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 - 1 x11 ≡ 1 
9 1 0 - 1 1 1 0 1 0 x61 ≡ 0 x61 10 1 0 - 1 1 0 0 1 0 x22 ≡ 1 

 
Example 7. Table II contains four test pairs targeting 

the same four faults as shown in Fig.1 (“target faults” in 
column 11) by testing the corresponding wires x11, x22, 
x42, and x61 for both faults SAF-1 and SAF-0. None of the 
test pairs will detect any of the four faults (see Fig. 5), all 
8 patterns will pass returning the message that all four 
wires are working correctly, which however is not the 
case. The first test pair TP1(T1,T2) consisting of test 
patterns T1 and T2 is not able to prove the correctness of 
the wire x11: the first pattern T1 targeting the fault x11 ≡ 1 
will pass because of the masking fault x61 ≡ 0 whereas the 
second pattern T2 which targets the masking fault x61 ≡ 0 
will pass because of another masking fault x22 ≡ 1. The 
test pair fails to prove the correctness of the wire under 
test. 

In a similar way the test pair TP3 (T3,T4) will fail in 
testing the wire x61, the test pair TP5 (T5,T6) will fail in 
testing the wire x22, and the test pair TP7 (T7,T8) will fail 
in testing the wire x42. The cycle of masking closes.  

There is however a test pair TP9 (T9,T10) shown in 
Table II and in Fig. 5, which would be able to “break the 
masking cycle” by testing the wire x22, and detecting the 
fault x22 ≡ 1, one of the four faults in Fig.1. Note, the test 
pattern T10 is the same as the test pattern T5 in Table I. 
The problem is how to find the test pair TP9 involving the 
pattern T10, or in general, how to find a test pair for a 
given wire, which would be immune against masking by 
any possible combination  of multiple faults. 

V. THE TEST GROUP CONCEPT 
The answer lays in a solution based on constructing of 

test groups instead of test pairs [16,17]. A possible 
solution for this example is presented in Table III as a set 
of three test patterns which are targeting to test the wires 
x11 and x61, being immune to the masking fault x22 ≡ 1. 
The first pattern T0 will pass and not detect the fault x61 ≡ 
0, because of the masking fault x22 ≡ 1. The second pattern 
T1 will fail as well in detecting the fault x11 ≡ 1 because of 
the masking fault  x61 ≡ 0. However, the third pattern T3 
will detect x22 ≡ 1 and break in this way the cycle of 
masking. 

Solution:
Test Group TG (including T10)  

proves the correctness of lines  x11 and x61 

TP3 (T3,T4)

x11

x42

x22

x61

TP7(T7,T8)

TP

5(T5,T6)
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1(T1,T2)

x

61 ≡ 0

x
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x

42 ≡ 0

x

11 ≡ 1

Test Pair TP

9(T9,T10)

Cycle of fault 
masking

x22≡ 1 can be detected     
by T

10, or by TP9(T9,T10)How to find this 
Test Pair?

 
Fig. 5. Breaking the fault masking cycle   

 
TABLE III 

A TEST GROUP WHICH DETECTS ALL THE FOUR FAULTS IN FIG.1 

t 
Test group TG = {Tt,Tt+1,Tt+2} Test 

faults 
Mask  
faults x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 

0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0  ≡ 0 x22 ≡ 1 
1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 x11 ≡ 1 x61 ≡ 0 
2 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 x61 ≡ 1 ∅ 

 
Let us describe shortly the main idea of test groups 

[14]. 

Definition 4. Let us introduce the terms: test group TG 
= {T0,T1...,Tk}, main pattern T0∈TG of the test group, and 
subset of co-patterns TG* = {T1...,Tk} ⊂ TG of the test 
group. The main pattern T0 activates a main path L0 = (m0, 
#e) in a SSBDD from the root node m0 to one of the 
terminal nodes #e, e∈{0,1}, and  each co-pattern Ti 
activates a co-path Li = (m0, #(¬e)) through the node  mi 
∈ L0, so that all Ti  will differ from T0 only in the value of 
x(mi).  

The test group TG has the target to test a subset of 
nodes MTG ={m1,...,mk} ⊆ L0, where at T0 , for all i = 
1,...,k: x(mi) = e. T0 has the target to test all the faults x(mi) 
≡ ¬e, mi ∈ MTG, and each co-pattern Ti has the target to 
test the fault x(mi) ≡ e. The main condition of TG is that 
all the variables which do not belong to MTG ={m1,... 
,mk}⊆L0 should keep the same value for all the patterns in 
TG.   

Example 8. In Table III, a test group TG = (T0,T1,T2) is 
depicted. Let D0111D010 (123456789) be a symbolic 
representation of the test group where D = 1 in T0, and for 
other Tt, only one of the D-s is equal to 0. 

The main pattern T0 activates the main path L0= 
(x11,x21,x41, x5,x61,#1) shown by bold edges in Fig.2. TG 
has the target to test the subset of nodes MTG = {x11,x61} in 
the SSBDD, particularly, x11 ≡ 0, and  x61 ≡ 0  by T0 , x11 ≡ 
1 by T1, and x61 ≡ 1 by T2. Note, the values of the other 
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variables x2, x3, x4, x5, x7, x8, and x9, not belonging to the 
main path L0, remain unchanged for TG. 

According to the definition of SSBDD, this test group 
tests all the SSAF on the signal paths starting on the 
inputs of the FFR x11 and x61 up to the output y of the 
circuit. This conclusion results from the first level 
diagnostic topology inherent in SSBDDs 

It is easy to realize that the test pair is a special case of 
the test group, where | MTG | = 1. 

The problem is how to generate test groups to avoid 
any fault masking in the circuit for arbitrary case of 
multiple faults.  To answer this question, let us discuss the 
role and meaning of the second level diagnostic topology 
represented by the paths structures  in SSBDDs. 

VI. TOPOLOGICAL VIEW ON FAULT MASKING 
Definition 5. Introduce a term activated masking path. 

Note that the role of each co-pattern Ti ∈TG of the test 
group TG is to keep the masking paths, which may 
corrupt the result of the main pattern T0, activated. 
Activation of the masking path is the necessary and 
sufficient condition  for detecting the faults targeted by 
the test group.  

Consider a skeleton of SSBDD in Fig.6a with 
highlighted root node m0, two terminal nodes  #0, #1, and 
two faulty nodes  a ≡ 0, c ≡ 1. The dotted lines represent 
activated paths during a test pair TP = {T0,T1}which has 
the goal to test the correctness of the node a. T0 is for 
activating the correct path L1 = (m0, a, #1) to detect the 
fault a ≡ 0 with expected test result #1. If the fault is 
present, then instead of L1, a “faulty” path L0 = (a ≡0, c, 
#0) should be activated with faulty result #0. 

In case of another fault c ≡ 1 on L0, a masking path  LM 
= (a, c, #1) will be activated, and a ≡ 0 will be not 
detected by T0. However, at T1 the masking path LM 
remains activated because of the fault c ≡ 1, and the 
wrong test result #1 will indicate the presence of a 
masking fault in the circuit. It means that the multiple 
fault {a ≡ 0, c ≡ 1} will be detected.  
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Fig. 6. Comparison of a test pair with a test group 

Both patterns of TP = {T0,T1} will pass and not detect 
this multiple fault if the masking path LM will contain a 
node labeled by the same variable as the tested node. For 
example, in Fig.6b, both L1 and LM contain a node with 
the same variable a, which is the reason why the test pair 
is not sufficient for detecting the multiple fault {a ≡ 0, c ≡ 
1}. In this case the co-pattern T1 of the test pair TP is not 
able to keep the masking path activated. 

To overcome the problem, it would be necessary and 
also sufficient to include into the set of nodes to be tested 
by a test group at least one node which is labeled by a 

variable not labeling any node on LM. For example, in 
Fig.6b, it would be sufficient for detecting the multiple 
fault {a ≡ 0,  c≡ 1} to generate a test group for testing the 
nodes {a,b}. 

Theorem. A test group TG for a subset of nodes MTG 
is robust with respect to any multiple stuck-at-faults in the 
circuit if for each possible masking path LM, there exists a 
node m∈MTG, so that no node on the LM will have the 
same variable x(m).  

Proof. Suppose, the main test pattern T0∈TG’ does not 
detect a fault  A  because another fault  B  activates a 
masking path LM. According to definition of test groups, 
each co-pattern Ti∈TG’ differs from T0 in a value of a 
single variable x(mi) where mi∈MTG. Suppose Ti is testing 
the node mi labeled by the variable x(mi), and the masking 
path LM does not contain a node labeled by the same 
variable x(m). In this case, LM  remains activated during Ti 
and hence, provides the same result for Ti as it was for T0. 
This means that the pattern Ti  will detect the masking 
fault  B . The same considerations hold for every possible 
masking path. ■ 

From Theorem, a straightforward algorithm results for 
tracing all the possible masking paths for the given test 
group to check if the conditions of Theorem are satisfied. 
If a path will be found where the conditions are not 
satisfied, the test group should be extended by additional 
variable which corresponds to the definition of the test 
group and satisfies the conditions of Theorem. If the 
needed extension will be not possible, the masking path is 
redundant [17], and the corresponding MSAF is 
redundant as well. 
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Fig. 7. Topological view on the fault masking mechanism 

Example 9. In Fig.7, a topological view is presented, 
based on a skeleton of SSBDD, on different possibilities 
of fault masking. L0 represent a main path as the basis of a 
test group construction. Let the test group TG targets the 
nodes MTG = {a,b,c}. T0∈TG will not detect the fault a ≡ 0 
because of another SAF-1 fault. There may be arbitrary 
combinations of masking faults in the circuit denoted by 
≡1. By dotted lines, possible masking paths are depicted. 
As we see, for each such a path LM, there exists always a 
node m∈ MTG with a variable x(m) which is missing on 
the particular LM. Hence, the test group satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 

The concept of test groups was discussed here for 
single-SSBDD models. In case of a system of more than 
one SSBDD, we have to either reduce the model by 
superposition of SSBDDs [8] to the single-SSBDD case 
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for each output of the circuit, or to use a hierarchical 
approach to handle the whole system of SSBDDs.   

The main goal of test groups is to identify or prove the 
correctness of a subset of nodes in SSBDD. The 
knowledge about the nodes identified already as correct 
allows to generate smaller partial test groups to ease test 
generation, and the known correct nodes can be dropped 
from analysis. The method allows creating a sequential 
procedure of fault diagnosis by extending step by step the 
fault free core in the circuit at any present multiple fault. 

VII. EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
In Table IV, experimental data of extending a given 

SSAF test to MSAF test are presented for ISCAS’85 
circuits. Only the test groups with the length of three were 
considered.  

From the SSAF test, all the main patterns were 
extracted and extended by two co-patterns if they were 
missing in the original test set. The group cover shows the 
percentage of main patterns successfully extended up to 
the test groups. On one hand, the cover demonstrates the 
level of feasibility of test group generation. On the other 
hand, it characterizes the robustness of the MSAF test 
regarding the multiple faults. The columns 3 and 4 show 
the number of patterns in the SSAF test and in the test set 
which was composed from the test pattern groups, 
respectively. The fair comparison between SSAF and 
MSAF test lengths could not be done in the present 
research, since the test groups for different outputs were 
not merged. 

 
TABLE IV 

 EXPERIMENTAL DATA OF GENERATING TEST GROUPS 

Circ. Gates 
SSAF 
test # 

MSAF 
test # 

Group 
cover% 

c432 275 53 314 82,91 
c499 683 86 482 67,2 
c880 429 84 546 99,8 

c1355 579 86 514 65,6 
c1908 776 123 621 96,3 
c2670 1192 103 820 76,3 
c3540 1514 148 995 80,3 
c5315 2240 104 1523 91,8 
c6288 2480 22 465 98,1 
c7552 3163 202 1863 87,8 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we presented a novel fault diagnosis 

oriented view on the SSBDD model as the double 
topology inherent in SSBDDs. The first level topology 
refers to signal paths in the original circuit which are 
mapped to the nodes of SSBDDs, and the second level 
topology is related to the SSBDD paths structure and 
refers to the conditions to be processed during fault 
simulation, test generation and managing fault masking 
issues. 

We presented the idea of generating test groups for 
testing multiple faults, based on the topological concept 
of SSBDDs. Differently from the known approaches, we 
don’t target the faults as test objectives. Instead of that, 
the goal is to verify by test groups the correctness of a 

selected part of a circuit, represented by a group of nodes 
in SSBDD.  

The main power of the method is to facilitate fault 
diagnosis in the presence of multiple faults. The 
knowledge about identified correct parts of the circuit 
allows to extend step by step the core of the circuit proved 
as correct.  

Experimental results showed high feasibility of 
generating test groups by achieved high percentages of 
the group coverage. The coverage can be further 
increased by using the knowledge about the correct parts 
of the circuit during testing. 
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Abstract — Relevance of the questions connected with 

improvement of provision quality of video information 
services with use of wireless telecommunication 
technologies is shown. Importance of lowering of network 
load on the basis of intensity lowering an oblate video 
stream is justified. The vulnerable sides of functioning of 
the standardized technologies of basic frames processing is 
shown. Distinctive stages of basic frames coding technology 
for lowering of intensity of their code representation are 
considered. The main evaluation stages of intensity of the 
flow falling on a basic frame taking into account formation 
of code constructions of oblate representation of transforms 
on the basis of diagonal and non-uniform positional coding 
are explained. Development of a method for an intensity 
assessment on group of frames and all video stream is 
carried out taking into account: a differentiated 
contribution of types of frames to intensity and quality of 
visual acceptability of the reconstructed video stream; 
compressions of basic frames on the basis of their 
transformation and the subsequent diagonal and non-
uniform positional coding. 

 
IndexTerms — dependence, intensity, infocommunication, 

lowering, method, video stream. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
nhancement of provision sector of video information 
services with use of wireless telecommunication 

technologies it is connected to need of lowering of network 
load [1, 2]. It will inevitably increase quality of the received 
video information. Therefore reduction of intensity of 
frames flow in the course of their compression is the actual 
direction of scientific applied researches [3-5]. Here the key 
component of flow intensity is defined by intensity of code 
representation of a basic frame. It is caused by that the basic 
frame in group creates frames of P-type and B-type [4-6]. 
For processing of a basic frame essentially new method of 
intensity lowering of its code description is used. The 
method is based on diagonal and non-uniform positional 
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coding of transforms in nonequilibrium base of the bases. 
At the same time for such method there is no appropriate 
valuation method of intensity. From here the purpose of 
article consists in development of a method for an 
assessment of video stream intensity taking into account use 
of the new codec for basic frames coding. 

II. REASONS FOR NEED OF BASIC FRAME PROCESSING 
Basic structure unit of a MPEG flow is the group frame 

(Group of Pictures – GOP). The group frame consists of 
several frames of different type. Each type of frames is 
processed with use of methods on JPEG compatible 
platform. Thus the hierarchy concerning dependence of an 
order of frames reconstruction in group is considered. 
Inadequate influence of different types frames on quality of 
reconstruction of all frames in GOP is as a result set. For 
JPEG technologies such inadequacy is considered by a 
choice of the appropriate strategy of a quantization. Here 
the contribution of intensity of basic frame code 
representation to summary intensity of a video stream 
depending on quality of visual reconstruction of frames 
changes from 50 to 75%, and increases with increase in 
quality of reconstruction of a video stream. It specifies 
significant influence of basic frame intensity on summary 
intensity of a video stream. 

III. ASSESSMENT OF VULNERABILITIES OF THE EXISTING 
TECHNOLOGIES OF BASIC FRAME PROCESSING 

The standardized technologies of basic frames processing 
of MPEG technologies are characterized by existence of 
vulnerabilities, namely: 

1) the compression ratio reaches the greatest values for 
low values of PRSN; 

2) in case of need to provide PRSN at the level of 45 dB 
intensity of code representation it is necessary to lower in 
addition by 1,5 times.  

3) for basic frames with high spatial resolution to provide 
timely delivery with use of infocommunication systems 
with throughput of the 100Uп ≥  Mbit\s, in the presence of 
distortions at the level of PRSN of 25 - 30 dB value of 
intensity of an oblate video stream needs to be reduced at 
least by 1,3 times; 

4) for the TCP protocol in case of increase in number of 
nodes from 1 to the 20th time delay will increase by 8 
times, and in case of appearance of  packets losses - the 

Method of Intensity Lowering for Video Stream 
in Infocommunication Systems 
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time delay will increase to 20% of their total number by 18 
times; 

5) in case of use of the UDP protocol the lost or damaged 
packets during transmission aren't transferred by again 
transmitting end and thus it is considered that all message is 
delivered to the finite equipment. The analysis of basic 
frames processing results depending on quantity of the lost 
packets allows to conclude that for saturated basic frames 
value of PRSN decreases on average by 86% in case of 1% 
of packets losses and for 92% respectively in case of 3% of 
packets losses.  

Therefore it is necessary to create new codecs for basic 
frames. 

IV. DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNOLOGY OF BASIC FRAME 
CODING 

Essentially new codec of a basic frame is based that the 
compression of a transform is provided as a result of 
diagonal and non-uniform positional coding. Feature of a 
method is that: 

1) positional numbers are built on the basis of non-
uniform diagonals of a transform; 

2) the bases of diagonal elements are defined as value of 
dynamic ranges on the basis of a non-uniform and diagonal 
method of detection; 

3) the first and last diagonals are excluded from base of 
the bases of NDP of numbers and processed separately. It is 
caused by that: the first diagonal contains a low frequency 
component of a transform which has sharply excellent 
characteristics concerning other components of transforms; 
the last diagonal for rather wide class of images will contain 
a component with null value. 

V. ASSESSMENT OF INTENSITY OF BASIC FRAME CODE 
REPRESENTATION 

We will carry out at first an intensity II  assessment for 
the compact I-type provided frames with use of the 
developed method. 

Here length 
)nn(

IQ
×

 of code construction of oblate 
representation of a fragment is determined by a formula 

                        RZn
)nn(

I QQQQ ++=
×

                        (1) 

where nQ  – quantity of discharges on submission of the 

codegram of the transform compression description; ZQ – 

compact representation of a binary matrix of signs; RQ  – 
number of bits on representation of the quantization R  step. 

Respectively value nQ  is defined as the summary 
quantity of discharges set by the following formula:  

                 д2)nn(DCn QQQQ ν−× ++= (bit),              (2) 

where DCQ – length of a statistical code of a low frequency 

DC component; 2)nn(Q −× – quantity of discharges on 

representation of a transform by diagonal and non-uniform 
positional coding without the first and last diagonals; 

d
Qν – quantity of discharges on representation of the last 

diagonal of a transform. 
Respectively the summary quantity of 

2)nn(Q −×
′

discharges will be defined on representation of all 
code values of diagonal non-uniform positional numbers on 
the basis of a ratio 
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Having contracted expressions (1) – (3) into one, we will 
receive a ratio for value )nn(

II × , namely: 
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On the basis of this expression intensity II  of the flow 
falling on one basic frame will be created as the amount of 
intensity of its fragments, i.e. 

                           ∑
=

×=
nn/NM

1i

)nn(
i,II II   ,                       (5) 

)nn(
i,II × – intensity of i-th fragment of a basic frame; 

nn/NM – quantity of fragments with )nn( × size in a basic 
frame; NM – size of a basic frame. 

VI. ASSESSMENT OF VIDEO STREAM INTENSITY 
We will consider the assessment of intensity of the 

k)GOP(I ′  compressed video stream falling on group of 
frames, with use of the developed technology of diagonal 
and non-uniform positional coding now. Here it is taken 
into consideration that the group of frames consists of 8 
frames, and includes one frame of I-type, two frames of P-
type and five frames of B-type. Processing of frames is 
carried out according to a real-time mode. In this case 
compensating of movement between frames in a flow isn't 
considered, and it is allowed that the compression ratio for 
frames of specific type will differ at least, than for 5%. 
Then taking into account expression for intensity of a basic 
frame, we will receive the following ratio for an intensity 
assessment k)GOP(I ′ : 
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   (6) 

where II , PI , BI  – values of intensity for the compact 
provided frames according to I-type, P-type and B-type. 
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Here value k)GOP(I ′  is estimated as the number of bits 
transferred in time GOPt  equal tGOP /8t ν=  (sec.)., where 

tν – quantity of frames which is transferred for 1 sec. 
Each type of frames is processed with use of methods on 

JPEG to a compatible platform. Thus the hierarchy 
concerning dependence of an order of frames reconstruction 
in group is considered. Inadequate influence of frames of 
different types on quality of all frames reconstruction in 
GOP is as a result set. 

The assessment of intensity k)GOP(I ′  and )24(
kI′ , falling 

respectively on group of the frames during time GOPt  and 
on frames GOPt  for 1 sec. is considered in Tab. I and on 
charts of Fig. 1. Here 24t =ν  to frames. Calculations are 
carried out on a formula (6). Calculations of the value 

k)GOP(I ′∆  estimated as a percentage as the level of 
lowering of frames group flow intensity due to reduction of 
basic frame intensity are given in the last line of Tab. I. 
Obtaining charts in Fig. 1 was carried out for three modes of 
frames processing taking into account support of the PRSN 
following levels: 

- mode 1, high quality of a basic frame: An I-frame – 42 
dB, the P-frame – 28 dB, the B-frame – 22 dB;  

 - mode 2, high quality of a basic frame: An I-frame – 40 
dB, the P-frame – 28 dB, the B-frame – 22 dB; 

  - mode 2, sufficient quality of a basic frame: An I-frame 
– 38 dB, the P-frame – 28 dB, the B-frame – 22 dB. 

 
 

TABLE I 
DEPENDENCE OF INTENSITY k)GOP(I ′  AND )24(

kI′  OF PRSN, 
MBIT\S 
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Fig. 1. Values of intensity k)GOP(I ′  and )24(

kI′  for standardized (CCT) and 
developed (PT) technology of basic frames processing depending on the 
video stream PRSN model 

 
By results of researches of data in Tab. I and charts in fig. 

1 it is possible to make such inferences: 
1. Intensity of frames flow taking into account use for 

compression of a basic frame of the created technology 
changes ranging from 3,7 Mbit\s for the mode of sufficient 
visual quality to 6,3 Mbit\s for the mode of high quality.  

2. Due to processing of basic frames on the basis of 
diagonal and non-uniform positional coding of transforms 
lowering of video stream summary intensity from 10 to 
13% is reached. The greatest lowering of intensity happens 
in case of the most powerful contribution of basic frames 
intensity to summary intensity. Such it is watched for the 
mode of high visual quality of video stream reconstruction. 

3. Lowering of intensity of a video stream provides: 
 - on the one hand use for its transmission of wireless 

technologies with lower throughput, namely at the level of 
4 - 10 Mbit\s; 
 - on the other hand improvement of quality of video 

stream visual assessment due to use of the appropriate 
matrixes of transforms components correction is allowed. 
First of all there is an opportunity to reduce distortions 
without increase of intensity of a video stream at the same 
time for P-frames from level 28db to the level of 32, and for 
B-type frames from 22 dB to 24 dB. 

On materials of researches it is possible to sum up the 
following: 

1) the valuation method of intensity on frames group and 
all video stream is developed taking into account: 

 -differentiated contribution of frames types to intensity 
and quality of visual acceptability of the reconstructed video 
stream; 

 - compressions of basic frames on the basis of their 
transformation and the subsequent diagonal and non-
uniform positional coding; 

2) lowering of an imbalance between intensity kI  and 
transmission rate пU  on a network on average for 12% is 
reached. It allows: 

 - on the one hand to use for transmission of a video 
stream IKS technologies with lower throughput, namely at 
the level of 4 - 10 Mbit\s; 

Frame type h , dB 

I-frame 42       40 40 40 38 38 

Р-frame 28       28 30 32 28 30 

В-frame 22       22 24 24 22 24 

k)GOP(I ′  2,13        1,76   2,01 2,17 1,24 1,49 
)24(

kI′  6,3       5,2 6 6,4 3,7 4,3 

k)GOP(I ′∆ , % -11,25      -12  -10,7 -9,6 -11,43 -9,7 

Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 

k)GOP(I  
k)GOP(I  

 )24(
kI  

k)GOP(I  

 )24(
kI  

)24(
kI  
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 - on the other hand to increase quality of a visual 
assessment of a video stream due to lowering of distortions 
without increase of video stream intensity at the same time 
for P-frames from level 28db to the level of 32 dB, and for 
B-type frames from 22 dB to 24 dB. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The valuation method of intensity on group of frames and 

all video streams is developed taking into account: a 
differentiated contribution of frames types to intensity and 
quality of visual acceptability of the reconstructed video 
stream; compressions of basic frames on the basis of their 
transformation and the subsequent diagonal and non-
uniform positional coding. 

Lowering of an imbalance between intensity and 
transmission rate on a network on average for 12% is 
reached. It allows: 

 - on the one hand to use for transmission of a video 
stream IKS technologies with lower throughput, namely at 
the level of 4 - 10 Mbit\s; 

 - on the other hand to increase quality of a visual 
assessment of a video stream due to lowering of distortions 
without increase of video stream intensity at the same time 
for P-frames from level 28db to the level of 32 dB, and for 
B-type frames from 22 dB to 24 dB. 
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Abstract — Contradiction existence between requirements 

on the one hand concerning safety of obtained information, 
and on the other side of relatively timeliness of its receiving is 
shown. It is justified that from position of an assessment of 
accessibility category of a video information resource is 
required not only to lower time of its transmission, but also to 
provide required time delays on processing stages, including 
reconstruction process. Development the valuation method of 
accessibility of a video information resource on a temporal 
time delay on item recurrent three-dimensional polyadic 
decoding without error introduction is explained. 
 

Index Terms — Accessibility, method, reconstruction, 
restoration, structures, subtraction, three-dimensional. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
he last decade is marked by the increased demand for a 
video conferencing (VC), including in interests of the 

departmental organizations. Further development of VC 
systems goes in the direction of use of video streams with 
the increased resolution capability. However owing to lag of 
growth rates of productivity of communication systems 
there is a contradiction between requirements on the one 
hand concerning safety of obtained information, and on the 
other side of relatively timeliness of its receiving with use 
of compression technologies [1]. For these reasons need of 
further development of technologies of a compression and 
coding of video information structures [2 – 4] is dictated. In 
this direction it is required to provide property of 
accessibility of video data taking into account redundancy 
abbreviation in three-dimensional data structures. It defines 
relevance of a scientific and application-oriented 
perspective of researches. 

The effective direction of creation of technologies for 
three-dimensional coding are the code structures offered in 
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operations [4, 5]. Here code representation is created for 
three-dimensional polyadic numbers. From a position of an 
assessment of category of video information resource 
accessibility is required not only to lower of its transmission 
time, but also to provide required time delays on processing 
stages, including reconstruction process. In this connection, 
it is required to evaluate number of operations on 
reconstruction of three-dimensional polyadic numbers. 
Therefore the purpose of researches of article consists in 
development the valuation method of accessibility of a 
video information resource on time of recurrent 
reconstruction of three-dimensional data structures. 

II. FEATURES OF IMPLEMENTATION OF RECURRENT 
DECODING OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL DATA STRUCTURES 

For abbreviation of operations number of on processing 
and lowering of expenses of memory on storage of the 
intermediate result the recurrent diagram of restoration is 
used. In this case program implementation of restoration of 
the three-dimensional polyadic numbers (TDPN) on the 
universal computing remedies of processing considerably 
becomes easier. Restoration is organized in the direction on 
verticals from top to bottom, on columns in depth of a 
parallelepiped and in the lines from left to right. Sequential 
restoration of elements of the three-dimensional data 
structures (TDDS) from a high element, on a position 

)1z;1i;1j( ===  is set by a formula:  

111111111111111 ])(/N[]/N[a ψωψ−ω= νν . 

According to properties of polyadic numbers for the 
arbitrary z  element of vertical )1i;1j( == , there is performs 
the inequality  

                   z11z11
)1zcn,стрn,стбn(N ωψ<

+− .        (1) 

Taking into account an inequality (1) restoration of z11a  

element is based on ratios: 

]V/N[a )zcn,стрn,стбn()1zcn,стрn,стбn(
z11

−+−
= ;   (2) 

z11
)1zcn,стрn,стбn()zcn,стрn,стбn( /VV ψ=

+−− ;    (3) 
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)zcn,стрn,стбn(
z11

)1zcn,стрn,стбn()zcn,стрn,стбn(

Va

NN
−

+−−

−

−=
;           (4) 

where )zcn,стрn,стбn(N − , )1zcn,стрn,стбn(N +− - code 
values for the three-dimensional polyadic numbers, 
consisting each of 1nn стбстр −×  full verticals on cn  

elements and from a vertical with coordinates )1i;1j( ==  
consisting respectively from )zn( c − and )1zn( c +−  

elements; )zcn,стрn,стбn(V − , )1zcn,стрn,стбn(V +−  - values 
of stored works of the bases zijψ  for the three-dimensional 

polyadic numbers, consisting each of 1nn стбстр −×  full 

verticals on cn elements and from a vertical with 

coordinates )1i;1j( ==  containing respectively )zn( c −  
and )1zn( c +− elements. 

On the basis of formulas (2) – (4), intended for receiving 
the z11a  element, a ratio for restoration arbitrary of z  

element located on a vertical of TSD with coordinates )i;j(  
will have an appearance: 

                
]V

/N[a
)zcn,iстрn,jстбn(

)1zcn,1iстрn,1jстбn(
zij

−−−

+−+−+−
=

;          (5) 

                 
zji

)1zcn,iстрn,jстбn(

)zcn,iстрn,jстбn(

/V

V

ψ

=
+−−−

−−−

;                    (6) 

)zcn,iстрn,jстбn(
zij

)1zcn,1iстрn,1jстбn()zcn,iстрn,jстбn(

Va

NN
−−−

+−+−+−−−−

−

=
,   (7) 

where )zcn,iстрn,jстбn(N −−− , )1zcn,1iстрn,1jстбn(N +−+−+−

- code values for TPC consisting from: )jn(n стбстр −×  

full verticals on cn elements; )in( стр −  verticals on 

cn elements and from a vertical with coordinates 
)i;j( containing respectively )zn( c −  and elements 

)1zn( c +− ; )zcn,iстрn,jстбn(V −−− - value of weight factor 
of the zija  element, equal to value of stored works of the 

zijψ  bases for the three-dimensional polyadic numbers 

having: )jn(n стбстр −×  full verticals on zija elements; 

)in( стр −  verticals on cn elements and a vertical with 

coordinates )i;j(  consisting from )zn( c − . 
Thus, the system of expressions (5) – (7) sets items 

recurrent restoration of elements of three-dimensional 
polyadic numbers. For receiving one element it is required 
to perform only one division operation. 
 

III. ASSESSMENT OF NUMBER OF THE OPERATIONS SPENT FOR 
ITEMS RECURRENT RESTORATION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL 

POLYADIC NUMBERS 
Items restoration consists of two main stages. 
1. For an exception of overflowing of a machine word it is 

required to define quantity of νr  elements of three-
dimensional polyadic number (TDPN) for which the νN  code 
was created. In this case stored work of the γηψ k  bases of the 

TPC elements is calculated. The checking rule of including the 
zij  element in group of the elements having one code is set 

by an inequality 

12Mz

1

1̀i

1k

1j

1

стрn

1k

сn

1
k

cn

1
jkji −≤ψψψ∏ ∏ ∏ ∏ ∏∏

=γ

−

=

−

=η = =γ
γη

=γ
γγ ,    (8) 

where ∏ ∏ ∏ ∏ ∏∏
=γ

−

=

−

=η = =γ
γη

=γ
γγ ψψψ

z

1

1̀i

1k

1j

1

стрn

1k

сn

1
k

cn

1
jkji  - stored work 

of the γηψ k  bases for structural part of TSD consisting of 

))1i()1j(n( стр −+−  verticals with сn elements and a 

vertical with coordinates )i;j( , containing z elements. 
If the inequality (8) is performed, the element zija enters 

TPC with the general code νN  and conversely. 
2. After the quantity of the TPC elements with the general 

code is defined restoration of zija  elements is carried out. 

This stage consists in νN  code number decoding. 
According to an inequality (8) for restoration of all TPC 

νr  elements it is required to perform: multiplication νr  
operations for determination of zijzij ωψ weight factor; 

comparing νr  operations for checking the performing of an 
inequality (8); division νr  operations for computation of  

zijω values; division νr2  operations of ))(/N( zijzij ωψν   

and )/N( zijων ; νr2  operations of rounding of results of 

division ))(/N( zijzij ωψν  and )/N( zijων ; νr  operations 

of multiplication of value )])(/N([ zijzij ωψν  on the zijψ  

base; value subtraction operations 
))](/N([ zijzijzij ψωψν  from )]/N([ zijων  value. 

From this it follows that the summary number of 
)r(

1d
νµ operations which is required to be performed for 

restoration of all νr  elements of three-dimensional polyadic 
number on the basis of item diagram, is on a formula: 

)r(
1d
νµ  = νr2  (multiplication) + νr3  (dividing) + νr2  

(rounding) + νr  (subtraction) + νr  (comparison)          (9) 
The maximum quantity of elements with the general code 

equally to the volume of a three-dimensional data structure, 
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or сстрстб nnnr =ν  . Then the maximum summary number 

of (max)
1dµ  operations will be equal 

(max)
1dµ  = сстрстб nnn2  (multiplication) + сстрстб nnn3  

(dividing) + сстрстб nnn2  (rounding) + сстрстб nnn  

(subtraction) + сстрстб nnn  (comparison).                  (10) 

For restoration of the TPC νr  elements on the basis of 
items recurrent decoding of a νN  code by expressions (5) – 
(7) it is required to expend: νr  comparing  operations for 
checking of performing of an inequality (8); νr  operations 
of multiplication and νr  division operations for 

determination of )1zcn,iстрn,jстбn(V +−−−  and 
)zcn,iстрn,jстбn(V −−−  weight factors;  νr  operations of 

multiplication of values zija  and )zcn,iстрn,jстбn(V −−− ; 

νr  operations of computation of a difference between 

values )1zcn,1iстрn,1jстбn(N +−+−+−  and 
)zcn,iстрn,jстбn(

zij Va −−− ; νr  arithmetical operations of 

division )1zcn,1iстрn,1jстбn(N +−+−+−  on 
)zcn,iстрn,jстбn(V −−− ; νr  operations of rounding of 

division result 
)zcn,iстрn,jстбn()1zcn,1iстрn,1jстбn( V/N −−−+−+−+− . The 

summary number of operations )r(
2d
νµ  which is required to 

be performed for restoration of νr  elements of three-
dimensional polyadic number on the basis of the recurrent 
items diagram means is equal: 

)r(
2d
νµ  = νr2  (multiplication) + νr2  (dividing) + νr  

(rounding)  + νr  (subtraction)  + νr  (comparison).         (11)                           
Respectively the maximum number of operations on 

restoration of сстрстб nnnr =ν elements is calculated with 

formula: 
(max)

2dµ  = сстрстб nnn2  (multiplication) + сстрстб nnn2  

(dividing) + сстрстб nnn  (rounding) + сстрстб nnn  

(subtraction) + сстрстб nnn  (comparison).                      (12) 

From the comparative analysis of expressions (10) and 

(11) follows that the number of operations )r(
2d
νµ  is less, 

than number of operations )r(
1d
νµ  on division operations νr  

and on νr  rounding operations. This results from the fact 
that for finding of the TPC element on the basis of the 
recurrent item diagram which set by expression (5), it is 
required to execute one division operation and rounding. In 

case of equality of all TSD sizes to a constant n , i.e. the 
maximum summary number nnnn сстрстб === of 

operations for item restoration according to a ratio (10) will 
be equal: 
                33(max)

1d n3,13)5,117,21,8(n =+++=µ .           (13) 

Respectively the maximum summary number of operations 
on recurrent item restoration of TSD is equal 

               33(max)
2d n6,10)5,117,24,5(n =+++=µ .           (14) 

With taking into account expressions (13) and (14) time 
expenditure (max)

1dt  and (max)
2dt  on restoration of the TSD 

elements for item and recurrent item processing are 
respectively on formulas: 

mpU3n3,13(max)
dt

1
= ; mpU3n6,10(max)

dt
2

= . 

Time of recovery of the image with ZcolumnrowZ ×  

sizes respectively for item (max)
1dT  and recurrent item 

(max)
2dT   processing equally: 

;3n(max)
dtcolZrowZ(max)

dT
11

×=

3n(max)
dtcolZrowZ(max)

dT
22

×= . 

Dependence of values (max)
1dµ , (max)

1dt  и (max)
2dµ , (max)

2dt  

from n for 10
мп 10U −=  is provided respectively in Tab. I 

and II. Dependence of time for recovery of images 
depending on the size of a frame, volume of TSD and type 
of item processing is given in Tab. III: 

Dependence of number of (max)
1dµ  operations of time of 

restoration (max)
1dµ for item processing of TSD for 

nсnrowncoln ===  from n  
 

TABLE I 
DEPENDENCE OF NUMBER OF (max)

1dµ  OPERATIONS OF TIME OF 

RESTORATION (max)
1dµ FOR ITEM  PROCESSING OF TSD FOR 

nсnrowncoln ===  FROM n  

Size 
TSD 

Type of operations 

 subtraction, 
1 

  multiplication, 
1,33 

dividing, 
2,7 

comparison, 
1,5 

Summary time  
for restoration, 

(max)
1dt  

 
4n =
 

64 170,24 518,4 96 8,5 810−× , 
sec 

 
8n =
 

512 1361,92 4147,2 768 
7108,6 −× , 

sec 

 
16n =
 

4096 10895,36 33177,6 6144 
6104,5 −× , 

sec 
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Dependence of number of (max)
2dµ  operations and time of 

restoration for recurrent item processing of TSD for 
nnnn сстрстб ===  from n  

TABLE II 
DEPENDENCE OF NUMBER OF (max)

2dµ  OPERATIONS AND TIME 

OF RESTORATION FOR RECURRENT ITEM PROCESSING OF TSD 
FOR nnnn сстрстб ===  FROM n  

Size 
TSD 

Type of operations 

 subtraction, 
1 

  multiplication, 
1,33 

dividing, 
2,7 

comparison, 
1,5 

Summary time  
for restoration, 

(max)
2dt  

 
4n =
 

64 170,24 345,6 96 
8107,6 −× , 

sec 

 
8n =
 

512 1361,92 2764,8 768 
7104,5 −× ,

sec 

 
16n =
 

4096 10895,36 22118,4 6144 
6103,4 −× ,

sec 

 
Dependence of recovery time of the image on the frame 
size, volume of TSD and type of item processing 
 

TABLE III 
DEPENDENCE OF RECOVERY TIME OF THE IMAGE ON THE 

FRAME SIZE, VOLUME OF TSD AND TYPE OF ITEM PROCESSING 

Frame size Volume of 
TSD 

Type of item restoration 

Sequential, (max)
1dT  Recurrent, (max)

2dT  

10241024×  
64 1,4 310−× , s. 3101 −× , s 

512 1,4 310−× , s. 3101,1 −× , s 

20003000×  
64 8 310−× , s. 3103,6 −× , s 

512 8 310−× , s. 31031,6 −× , s 

50007000×  
64 4,6 210−× , s. 21066,3 −× , s 

512 4,6 210−× , s. 2107,3 −× , s 

 
From the comparative data analysis, given in Tab. I-III 
follows that: summary time of restoration of a three-

dimensional data structure in case of recurrent processing 
decreases in 1,25 times of rather item  processing; the 

offered recurrent restoration of TSD provides receiving 
images in real time with a size, equal 10241024× elements.

III CONCLUSION 
1. The valuation method of accessibility of a video 

information resource on a temporal time delay on item 
recurrent three-dimensional polyadic decoding without error 
introduction is developed. Here it is considered that 
restoration of elements of three-dimensional polyadic 
numbers will be organized in the verticals direction from 
top to bottom, on columns in depth of a parallelepiped and 
in the lines from left to right. Decoding of a code is carried 
out with taking into account that the first TPC element is the 
senior. In difference from sequential items restoration for 
receiving one element it is required to perform only one 
division operation. In this case the summary number of 
operations is reduced on n  division operations and on n  
rounding operations. This result from the fact that for 
finding of the TPC element on the basis of the recurrent 
item diagram it is required to perform only one division 
operation and rounding.  

2. Summary time of restoration of a three-dimensional 
data structure in case of recurrent processing decreases in 
1,25 times of rather item processing. The offered recurrent 
restoration of TSD provides receiving images in real time with 
a size, 10241024× equal elements. 
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Adaptation of the FPGA to Logic Failures 
 

Tyurin S.F., Grekov A.V., Gromov O.A. 
 
 
  

Abstract – The paper proposes the restoration of logic 
programmable logic integrated circuits such as FPGA (field-
programmable gate array) for critical applications by 
adapting to failures of logic elements. The principle of 
adaptation FPGA is to switch to the remaining functionality of 
the LUT (Look Up Table), with the possibility of hardware 
and software they use in the event of hardware failure after 
massive failures. Asked to ensure the preservation of the basis 
in the sense of Post logic functions that allow you to calculate 
the input for a longer time at a given failure model. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
odern FPGA, containing several billion of transistors  
[1], provide wide opportunities for logic 
reconfiguration, but do not use them to adapt to 

failures. Thus, one of the leading experts in FPGA area 
Yervant Zorian said: "Now the main problem of system on 
a chip repair is development of embedded technologies and 
methods of the logic repair that occupies no more than 10% 
of chip area" [2]. 

To solve this problem we may provide retaining of basic 
in the terms of Post theorem [3] logic functions that allow to 
calculate the input for a longer time at a given pattern of 
failures, that is - the reservation bases elements, the use of 
elements with an excess basis [4, 5]. In case of failures it is 
possible to calculate the initial logic functions – all or only 
critical parts of the residual bases of all or a subset of items 
with the possible use of software and hardware 
implementation. [6] With that the scheme is adapted to the 
conditions of a fault with the appropriate reconfiguration. 

Contemporary programmable logic – FPGA (field-
programmable gate array) provide wide opportunities of 
logic reconfiguration, but do not use them to adapt to the 
failures and logic recovery [13]. 

Let us consider the proposed principle and characteristics 
of recovery logic FPGA for critical applications by adapting 
to failures of logic elements. 
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II. THE PRINCIPLE OF ADAPTATION TO FAILURE OF 8-1 
MULTIPLEXER 

Let us consider the gate FPGA - multiplexer with three 
address inputs x1, x2, x3 – 8 channels a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, (8-
1), consisting of seven elementary multiplexers 2-1 (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. The 8-1 multiplexer (eight channels), consisting of seven 
elementary multiplexers 

On the assumption that there is not a single failure data 
inputs a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, or not more than one failure in 
seven elementary multiplexers 2-1 propose the switch to the 
"half" of the scheme. 

Let there be a failure in the element, which is connected 
to the input channels c, d. Then it is necessary to do after 
finding out the transition to the second half of the scheme – 
channels e, f, g, h. And the failures may occur on the input – 
but not of the last element. 

When a fault is detected, for example, by external 
means, it is necessary to perform two tests – on the one and 
the other half. But this is allowed only in case of failure of 
elements and data inputs (one failure). 

If there is half the items (allow refusal on the inputs of 
all the elements and even by choice but out on the exit of 
the last element), for example, the older variable is equal to 
zero: 

M 
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)()(0

)()(0

112112

112112

xfxexxhxgx

xbxaxxdxcxz

∨∨∨∨

∨∨∨∨=      (1) 

Then we get: 

)()(0 112112 xbxaxxdxcxz ∨∨∨=        (2) 
or 

)()( 1121121 xbxaxxdxcxz ∨∨∨=             (3). 
The second half of channels will be implemented 

similarly: 

)()( 1121122 xfxexxhxgxz ∨∨∨=           (4). 
That is, to restore one eight-channel multiplexer of the 

three "half" of the four channels is necessary, so that the 
third multiplexer plug on the leading variable either one or 
the other half, that is operated in a two-channel multiplexer. 

Therefore, to set up the third component is necessary to: 

)010()010( 23133 ∨∨∨= zxzxz ,        (5) 
which corresponds to the two-channel multiplexer functions 

32313 xzxzz ∨=   .              (6) 
If there is a failure (one-time constant) to the address 

inputs – everything is much more complicated. 
Table I shows how to rewire channels to counter such 

denial. Accordingly, the process of failure detecting is 
getting slow. 

TABLE I 
REQUIRED RECONNECT CHANNELS WITH CONSTANT DENIALS EIGHT-

CHANNEL MULTIPLEXER ADDRESS INPUTS 

2x  1x  0x  
No 

fault 

Failure 
0
2x  

1
2x  

0
1x  

1
1x  

0
0x

 
1
0x

 
0 0 0 0 0 4 0 2 0 1 
0 0 1 1 1 5 1 3 0 1 
0 1 0 2 2 6 0 2 2 3 
0 1 1 3 3 7 1 3 2 3 
1 0 0 4 0 4 4 6 4 5 
1 0 1 5 1 5 5 7 4 5 
1 1 0 6 2 6 4 6 6 6 
1 1 1 7 3 7 5 7 6 6 

"Half" of the logical elements can be used alone, but to 
restore a full multiplexer requires three "half" of the 
multiplexer. 

III. FEATURES OF FPGA LOGIC ELEMENTS 
Currently, FPGA contain configurable logic blocks 

(СLB) [1, 7], consisting of the logic elements, 
programmable local and global matrix connections MC – 
Fig. 2. 

Logic gate FPGA -  is a super redundant basis, and it is 
constructed as a read-only memory ROM (LUT - Look Up 
Table), which is a variable for the four multiplexer 16-1 
(tree multiplexers), input data is set up so-called 
configurable memory cells [1] – Fig. 3. 

In Fig. 3 inputs – S0, S1, S2, S3, the element is set to 
implement the sum modulo two S0⊕S1⊕S2⊕S3. On a 
specific set of variables is realized the only way from input 
to output, for example, from input 14: S3S2S1 (not S0) [1]. 

Elementary multiplexers 2-1 is implemented as a switch 
(this is also a multiplexer) for example, on the basis of two 
chains of two transmit MOS transistors [1] - Fig. 4. 

Memory configuration (configuration data logic 
elements and matrices compounds) - this is the 
configurational cells, each of them contains six transistors 
[1, 8]. 

IV. FEATURES OF ADAPTATION TO FAILURES OF 
TRANSISTORS AND INPUTS OF LUT FPGA 

Given the great redundancy logic elements on the basis 
of the conversion tables LUT, it is possible to restore the 
faulty conversion table. It is obvious that in this case there 
is a loss of functionality, but even LUT with limited 
functionality can be used for the synthesis of a large number 
of Boolean functions. 

Let us consider a simple model of single constant 
failures. And we shall consider themselves as failures based 
transistors, which are built LUT, and the failure of address 
inputs. 
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Fig. 2. Configurable logic block of Altera's FPGA 
 

 
Fig. 3. Conversion table (Look-up Table) of FPGA 
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Fig. 4. The switch signals from the local interconnect to the input CLB: 

multiplexers’ tree (a), implementation of the multiplexer transmitting MOSFETs (b) 
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Figure 5. Modeling failure of transistors in LUT 
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Input failure provides that the address input LUT has 
fixed logic level "0" and "1." A constant refusal to "1" in the 
CMOS transistor circuit includes sample source-drain or 
latching gate. A constant refusal to "0" CMOS transistor – 
is an open circuit source-drain or open the shutter. 

Consider the possible cases of failure of the transistor. 
Suppose there was a single constant denial of transistor 

VT29 (Fig. 5). 
If you set a single constant refusal to "0", in this case, the 

upper part of the network goes down, because the 
information from the SRAM cells that are connected to 
transistors VT1-VT8, can not be transferred to the output. 
But setting D=0, we can always connect the bottom of the 
exit and realize the function of three variables A, B and C. 
If you set up once the constant refusal of "1", the top part of 
the circuit is always connected to the output. In this case, 
setting D=1, turn off the lower part of the scheme and 
prevent the occurrence of faults. At the top of the chart can 
also be synthesized function of three variables A, B, C. 

Consider the failures in transistors connected to the line 
C. Suppose there was a single constant refusal to "0" in the 
transistor VT27. This means that the information from the 
SRAM cells that are connected to the transistors VT9-
VT11, will never be passed on to the input. However, you 
can set C=0 and for all open transistors VT28 and VT26. 
Then we can implement the function of three variables A, B 
and D. In the event of a "1" on the transistor VT27, can not 
turn this thread from the transistor VT30. But setting C=1, 
we will close the transistors VT26 and VT28. Here again 
we can implement arbitrary functions of three variables A, 
B and D. 

Consider the failures in transistors, which are connected 
to the line B. Let there was a failure to "0" in the transistor 
VT19. This means that the transistors and VT5 VT6, can 
never be switched to the input of the transistor VT26. Filed 
B=0 we open transistor VT18, VT20, VT22 and VT24. In 
this case the cells 1,2,5,6,9,10,13,14 will not be used when 
using LUT. However, in the remaining 8 SRAM can build 
the function of 3 variables A, C, and D. In the event of a "1" 
in the transistor VT19, is served B=1 and also implement a 
function of three variables A, C, and D from the remaining 
cells and SRAM transistors. 

Suppose there was a failure in the transistor of the first 
stage, for example, not "0" in the transistor VT7. In this 
case, we can work with even the SRAM cell, it needs to set 
A=0. In this case, we can construct a function of the 
variables B, C and D. In case of refusal to "1" in the 
transistor VT7, similarly set A=1 and work with odd SRAM 
cells. Here, again, the remaining elements can be 
synthesized function of three variables B, C and D. 

It is obvious that a similar situation will occur during the 
failure of the other transistors. Thus, a single failure in any 
transistor reduces the functionality of the item, however, 

due to the large redundancy is still possible to build a 
function of three input variables. 

At single constant failures of the inputs LUT actually 
enforce the same situation arises that in case of failure of 
transistors. That is forcibly turned off one half of the LUT 
and a conversion table is converted from the multiplexer 16 
to 1 in 8 to 1 multiplexer. But in this case it is also possible 
to synthesize a function of three variables. 

V. CONCLUSION 
Thus, this article presents an approach for FPGA logic 

partial recovery for critical applications by adapting to 
failures of logic elements based on the Look Up Table. The 
principle and the example of recovery of the LUT in single 
constant failures of transistors and inputs - go to the "half" 
or, more precisely, a "partial" functional. Use classical LUT 
for 4 variables, however, the same procedure can be applied 
to a larger number of LUT inputs. This gives rise to new 
opportunities parry multiple failures in a more complex tree 
transistors. 

In the case of failure of hardware (logic elements) after 
massive failures, for example, in catastrophic situations, it is 
also possible software-hardware utilization failed elements. 

In the future, should spread this approach, which could 
be called "partial firmware functionality" in other areas – 
for the implementation of energy-efficient FPGA. 

In addition, it is useful to explore the possibility of using 
partial functionality for diagnosing FPGA. 
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Abstract — In this article the existing methods of direct 

embedding are analyzed. For elimination of the revealed 
shortcomings it is offered to use structural redundancy. It is 
shown that using of nonequilibrium positional base of the 
bases in case of code container forming for NP number led to 
appearance of structural redundancy. Use of the revealed 
potential structural redundancy for information embedding is 
offered. The steganographic diagram on the basis of code 
container formation for number without the implanted data is 
designed. 

 
Index Terms — codegram, code container, diagram, 

method, nonequilibrium, positional base, steganographic. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
wing to wide implementation of the modern special 
systems of automated management appears need to 

increase safety of information resources using, both in usual 
conditions, and in crisis situations. 

One of possible methods of the hidden data transfer in the 
communication links consists in data transfers with use of 
steganographic technology of embedding. In case of 
steganographic embedding of data, the fact of presence 
hidden information in a data stream for malefactor isn't 
known and the digital container with the built-in 
confidential message is unknown. Therefore, 
steganographic algorithms create additional opportunity for 
avoiding of exception of the hidden information. 

At the same time, for detection of the fact of hidden 
information existence or its destruction in the course of a 
steganalysis, the opponent can apply passive and active 
attacks.  

One of the most widespread steganographic methods of 
embedding information in the image container are 
algorithms of direct embedding in elements of spatial-
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temporal and spatial-spectral representation of the initial 
container. 

For the existing technologies, process of the direct 
embedding represents changeover of one bit of the initial 
element-container by bit of the hidden message. 
Changeover of bits happens according to some functionality 
and can be described by expression: 

)b,A(A 222 ξϕ=′ , ξ= b:ai , n,1i = . 

Here 2A′ - number-steganogram wich contained ξ -th 
hidden bit. 

Efficiency of direct embedding methods will depend on  
i-th position of ia element (bit) of the initial image 
container which is replaced with an element of the hidden 
message. 

In case of embedding bit of the confidential message in 
high bit of the initial number increase of resistance of the 
built-in data to the active attacks is reached, but 
considerable visual distortions are appeared. On the 
contrary, embedding in low bit of the confidential message 
is characterized by low resistance of the built-in data to 
attacks, but the minimum visual distortions are provided. 

In turn for special systems it is necessary to transmit of 
necessary information volumes. And volumes of operational 
information which need to be hidden from the opponent 
permanently increase. But for the existing steganographic 
system, the increasing volume of embeddable data is 
followed by growth of quantity of the distorted elements 
that sharply reduces stability of a steganogram. Therefore 
there is a need of increase of steganogram resistance to 
visual attacks at the given volume of embeddable data. 
From here, the purpose of researches of article is designing 
of steganographic system }B);A(f);A(f;A{F 2

1 ′−  for 
which it is at the same time reached: 

1. Increase of its resistance to passive and active attacks, 
i.e. 

min)A;A( →′ε  and 1)( →=′ ξξ bbPiz
 

2. Support of data embedding, with встw  volume, not 
smaller, than the required volume trw , i.e. 

trvst w≥w . 
 

Design of Steganographic System on the Basis 
of a Code Container in Nonequilibrium 

Positional Base 
Barannik V.V., Bekirov A.E., Hahanova A.V. 

O 
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II. DESIGN OF A STEGANOGRAPHIC SYSTEM 
Shortcomings of the existing methods of direct 

embedding of the hidden information are caused by that in 
the course of embedding generally psycho visual 
regularities (psycho visual redundancy) are considered. 
Therefore for elimination of the revealed shortcomings it is 
offered to consider regularities (types of redundancy) which 
aren't connected with visual apparatus in the course of 
embedding of the hidden information. 

One of such approaches is the approach based on 
detection of structural regularities (the accounting of 
structural redundancy). 

For design of a steganographic system it is offered to use 
structural regularities which exist in the image container, 
caused by existence of restrictions on dynamic range. 

Value iψ  of dynamic range of array line of the image 
container }a{A j,i=  is defined as a difference between 

maximum max,ia  and minimum min,ia  values of elements 
in i -th line (fig. 1), i.e. 

1)aa( min,imax,ii +−=ψ . 

Value jψ  of dynamic range j -th column of an array of 

the image container }a{A j,i=  is defined as a difference 

between maximum max,ja  and min,ja  minimum values of 

j -th column components, i.e. 
1)aa( min,jmax,jj +−=ψ . 

As non-uniformity of dynamic ranges is characteristic 
both for lines, and for array columns of image container A , 
the inequality is generally executed: 

ji ψ≠ψ . 

Therefore for increase of accuracy of dynamic range 
determination of j,ia  element it is necessary to consider 

non-uniformity of the ranges in two directions of an array of 
the image container A . In case of such approach the 
dynamic range will be equal to value j,iψ , i.e. 

);min( jij,i ψψ=ψ . 

Properties to consider restrictions on dynamic range, in 
the course of representation and coding, nonequilibrium 
positional (NP) representation is possess. Therefore it is 
offered to project steganographic system on the basis of a 
code formation functionality taking into account NP base. 

Properties to consider restrictions on dynamic range, in 
the course of representation and coding, nonequilibrium 
positional (NP) representation is possess. Therefore it is 
offered to project steganographic system on the basis of a 
code formation functionality taking into account NP base. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. The diagram of formation of dynamic range base for the image 

container A 
 
In implementation process of the functional conversion 

on the basis of nonequilibrium positional coding the area of 
the source image containing set of video sequences is 
considered as a set of nonequilibrium positional numbers 

)}j(A{ . Here the nonequilibrium positional number )j(A  
without implantation for j -th a column of an array of a 
video image consists of m  elements, i.e. 

}a;...;a;...;a{)j(A j,mj,ij,1= . 

At this stage structural redundancy isn't reduced yet. 
Elimination of structural redundancy is carried out at the 
second stage in the course of coding of NP number )j(A  
without implantation (fig. 2). The rule ))j(A(f  provides 
formation of a code container )j(N  for nonequilibrium 
positional number )j(A  without implanted element on a 
formula: 

∑
=

=
m

1i
j,ij,i Va)j(N , 

where j,ia - the )j;i( - th element of NP number A(j)  

before implantation; j,iV  - weight factor of the j,ia  

element of NP number A(j)  without implantation in a code 
container. 

The weight factor j,iV  of j,ia  element is defined as 

stored product of elements low bases of NP number, i.e. 

∏
+=ξ

ξψ=
m

1i
j,j,iV , 

where j,iψ - )j;i( -th element base of nonequilibrium 

positional number without implantation. 
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Fig. 2. Design of direct conversion for a steganogramma on the basis of 
formation of a code container in nonequilibrium positional base 

 
At this stage information embedding process will actually 

come to an end. 
The codegram ))j(A(С  for a code container N(j)  of 

nonequilibrium positional number A(j)  without 
implantation is created at the third stage by means of the 
operator of bits allocating )(c •ϕ  be a formula: 

)V;);j(A()),j(N()j(A(С )1(
c

)1(
c Ψϕ=Ψϕ= , 

where )1(Ψ - the key component containing system of NPN 
bases; V - values of weight factors of the NPN A(j)  
elements. 

In this case we will receive the following codegram: 
}c,...,c,...,c{))j(А(С )j(q1 ξ= , 

where )j(q - is length of the binary codegram ))j(A(С ; ξc  - 

ξ - th binary place of the codegram ))j(A(С . 
Process of reconstruction of j,ia  element for 

nonequilibrium positional number (j)A  without the built-in 
information on the basis of a code container N(j)  is 
executed on a formula: 

j,ij,ij,ij,ij,i ])V(/)j(N([]V/)j(N[a ψψ−=  

or 

j,ij,ij,i
m

1i
j,ij,ij,i

m

1i
j,ij,ij,i ])V(/Va[]V/Va[a ψψ−= ∑∑

==
. 

Such conversion is carried out without introduction of 
distortions. 

In Fig. 3 stages of formation of the codegram ))j(A(С  
for the number NP code container N(j)  of NP number 
(direct nonequilibrium positional conversion) and its 
decomposition (inverse nonequilibrium positional 
transformation) are graphically displayed. 

 
 

Fig. 3. The diagram of the project for steganographic system on the basis 
of formation of a code container with nonequilibrium system. 

 
The key component )1(Ψ  includes information about 

system of the bases }{ j,i
)1( ψ=Ψ  of nonequilibrium 

positional number without implantation. The base j,iψ  is 

defined as the minimum value from two dynamic ranges of 
a line iψ  and a column jψ  on which intersection it is 

located, i.e. 
);(min jij,i ψψ=ψ . 

In design process of steganographic system on the basis 
of the selected base for NP number without implantation the 
codegram ))j(A(С  for code container )j(N  of number 

)j(A  is created. In the computing plan the operator of bits 
allocating )(c •ϕ , considering expression (1), represents 
stratification of bit sequences. 

Determination. Bit sequences which contained 
information about j,ij,i Va  values in the course of code 

container formation we will call as a bit planes j,iС , i.e. 

2j,ij,ij,i ]Va[C = . 

Here 2j,ij,i ]Va[  - means binary notation of j,ij,i Va  

which contains in i -th bit plane. The length of bit plane 
j,iС  equals j,iq  bit. 

In the course of code container formation )j(N  the 
values j,ij,i Va  accept different value, namely 

j,1ij,1ij,ij,i VaVa ++≠ . 

From here values j,ij,i Va , will be nonequilibrium. 

The minimum quantity of bits which are necessary on 
representation of values j,ij,i Va  will also be different, i.e. 

1]Valog[1]Va[log j,1ij,1i2j,ij,i2 +≠+ ++ . 

Therefore bit planes j,iС  will have different length. In 

other words, such bit planes will be non-uniform. 
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It is necessary to consider that value of a code container 
)j(N  of nonequilibrium positional number )j(A  registers, 

as the stored amount of values j,ij,i Va , i.e. 

j,mj,mj,ij,ij,1j,1 Va...Va...Va)j(N ++++= . 

Then process of ))j(A(С  codegram formation can be 
considered as nonequilibrium merge of non-uniform bit 
planes j,iС . It is set by the following formula: 

+++== 2j,ij,i2j,1j,12 ]Va[...]Va[)]j(N[))j(A(С


m

1i
j,i2j,mj,m C]Va[...

=
=++ , 

where 2)]j(N[ - the binary notation of value of a code 
container defining contents of the output codegram. 

From position of protection for hidden information, 
process of ))j(A(С  codegram formation owing to 
nonequilibrium merge of non-uniform bit planes has 
advantages in comparison with merge of equilibrium bit 
planes. 

As an example of direct nonequilibrium positional 
conversion we will consider process of codegram formation 
of a code container for nonequilibrium positional number 

)6;2;5;3()j(A =  without the implanted element with system 

of the bases )8,6,6,7()1( =Ψ . In Tab. II the intermediate 
values of values which were used for obtaining the ))j(A(С  
codegram are displayed. Value of the codegram is 
determined by a formula: 

22222 ]1126[]6[]16[]240[]864[))j(A(C =+++=  
 

TABLE I 
THE INTERMEDIATE VALUES WHICH ARE USED FOR OBTAINING 

THE CODEGRAM ))j(A(С  

 
i
 

j,ia  j,iV  j,ij,i Va  j,iC  
]Va[log j,ij,i2

1+  
))j(A(С  

1 3 288 864 1101100000 10 

1126 2 5 48 240 11110000 8 
3 2 8 16 10000 5 
4 6 1 6 110 3 

 
Value of weight factor j,iV  of an element j,ia  is in tab. 2 

calculates as stored product of elements low bases of NP 
number A(j)  without the implanted element on a formula: 

∏
+=ξ

ξψ=
m

1i
j,j,iV . 

Therefore value of weight factor j,iV  of an j,ia  element 

will decrease with increasing of a value of its position in NP 
number. Such change will be reflected in binary 
representation of values j,ij,i Va  on the basis which the 

appropriate bit planes of the codegram are created ))j(A(С . 

From here length )j(q  of code representation of 
information part of the nonequilibrium positional number 
codegram without the implanted element is defined on the 
basis of the following expression: 

111]og[|))j(А(С|)j(q
m

1i
j,i2 =+ψ== ∏

=
  (bits). 

From this it follows that: 
1. In case of the codegram formation on the basis of 

nonequilibrium base )8,6,6,7()1( =Ψ , the bit planes which 
create the codegram are inadequate. In other words, in 
process of ))j(A(С  codegram formation there is a merge of 
bit planes j,iС . Such approach excludes possibility of 

obtaining original values of bit planes by the malefactor in 
the conditions when he didn’t have nonequilibrium system 
of the bases. 

2. In process of ))j(A(С  codegram forming with use of 
NP base of the bases length )j(q  of binary submission 

)8,6,6,7()1( =Ψ  of the codegram are smaller then length of 
the codegram created for the fixed system ψ . Reduction of 
quantity of the bits necessary for displaying of the 
codegram ))j(A(С  is caused by elimination of structural 
redundancy due to detection of non-equilibrium of the bases 
in the course of code container formation. 

It is necessary to estimate value of structural redundancy 
which potentially can be used for embedding of information 
in a code container. For this purpose we will compare 
number of bits исхq  necessary for binary representation of 
number )j(A  of the initial video sequence with the fixed 
dynamic range and number of bits )j(q  necessary for 
submission of the codegram ))j(A(C . 

Values of brightness of an element spatial-temporal 
submission of the image container in RGB system can 
accept values ]255;0[a j,i ∈ , In other words, for each i -th 

element of number }a{)j(A j,i=  of the initial video 

sequence value of dynamic range will be equal 256. Value 
исхq  will be described by expression: 

m8256logmq 2исх ⋅=⋅=  (bits). 
We will define quantity )j(q  of bits, necessary for 

representation of ))j(A(С  codegram, received in the course 
of )j(N  code container formation for NP number )j(A . On 
the basis of nonequilibrium positional numbers )j(A  
property it is possible to conclude that for the given base 

)1(Ψ  of the bases the greatest possible value of a code 
container )j(N  will be restricted on top of the stored 
product maxV  of the NP numbers elements. It is set by the 
following expression: 
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1V)j(N
m

1i
j,imax −ψ=≤ ∏

=
. 

In other words, value maxV  defines quantity of different 
codes containers which can be created for the given system 
of the bases )1(Ψ . 

From here, length )j(q  of the codegram of code 
containers )j(N  information part is defined on the basis of 
the following expression: 

=+ψ== ∏
=

1]og[|))j(А(С|)j(q
m

1i
j,i2  

1]og[
m

1i
j,i2 +ψ∑

=
  (bits). 

It is necessary to consider that the base of elements of 
spatial-temporal representation of the initial video sequence 
is accepted by values ]256;1[j,i ∈ψ . Then the quantity of 

bits )j(q  which necessary for binary submission of the code 
container )j(N  codegram ))j(A(C  will accept value: 

]m8;0[))j(A(C)j(q ⋅∈=  (bits). 
Taking into account that the amount of structural 

redundancy )j(R  is calculated as a difference between 
quantity )j(q  of bits for binary submission of the codegram 

))j(A(C  and quantity исхq  of the bits necessary for binary 
representation of the initial video sequences )j(A  and is 
described by expression: j)(qq)j(R исх −= . 

Here )j(R - the structural redundancy evolving from code 
container formation for NP number (j)A  in the course of 
the functional conversion. In other words, it is the 
redundancy arising in the course of formation of a code 
container )j(N  for NP number (j)A  as a result of 
formation of nonequilibrium base of the bases relative to 
code representation of the initial video sequence. 

III CONCLUSION 
1. Methods of direct embedding which have advantages 

in comparison with other methods are considered. However 
there is a contradiction between stability of the embedded 
data and their volume in case of embedding on different 
positions of initial container elements. 

2. For elimination of this contradiction the approach 
based on detection of structural regularities (the accounting 
of structural redundancy) of spatial-temporal representation 
is offered. For the accounting of structural redundancy, it is 
offered to synthesize the functionality )(f •  which realizes 
conversion in steganographic system taking into account 
restrictions on dynamic range. As such functionality 
considering restrictions on dynamic range in the course of 
conversion it is offered to use code formation function 
taking into account nonequilibrium positional base. 

3. The steganographic system on the basis of code 
container formation of a code container for NP number with 
nonequilibrium base of the bases is designed. In 
implementation process of the functional conversion, on the 
basis of the rule ))j(A(f  the code container )j(N  for 

number )j(A  with NP base of the bases )1(Ψ  is created. In 
process of ))j(A(С  codegram formation concealment of 
values of bits planes are merges. Such approach excludes 
possibility of obtaining original values of bit planes by the 
malefactor in the conditions when he didn’t have the 
nonequilibrium system of the bases and creates potential for 
the hidden embedding of information. Detection of non-
equilibrium of the bases due to restrictions on dynamic 
range in the course of formation of the codegram carries to 
elimination of structural redundancy of code representation 
of number )j(A . 

Scientific novelty. The steganographic code container on 
the basis of direct embedding of an element in the container 
is first designed. In difference from other systems, the code 
container as a result of the functional conversion for 
nonequilibrium positional number is created. It provides 
potential opportunity for embedding information in the 
course of coding on the basis of the structural redundancy 
accounting of the image. 

4. Reconstruction of the NP initial elements of number 
)j(A  without implantation happens without introduction of 

errors and distortions. From here, code formation function 
on the basis of nonequilibrium positional base can be used 
as the functional conversion for number with the built-in 
information. 
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Use this document as a template if you are using Microsoft 
Word 6.0 or later. Otherwise, use this document as an 
instruction set. The electronic file of your paper will be 
formatted further at IEEE. Define all symbols used in the 
abstract. Do not cite references in the abstract. Do not delete 
the blank line immediately above the abstract; it sets the 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
HIS document is a template for Microsoft Word 
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file, TRANS-JOUR.DOC, from the IEEE Web site at 
http://www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html 
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Layout” from the “View” menu in the menu bar (View | 
Page Layout), which allows you to see the footnotes. Then, 
type over sections of TRANS-JOUR.DOC or cut and paste 
from another document and use markup styles. The pull-
down style menu is at the left of the Formatting Toolbar at 
the top of your Word window (for example, the style at this 
point in the document is “Text”). Highlight a section that 
you want to designate with a certain style, then select the 
appropriate name on the style menu. The style will adjust 
your fonts and line spacing. Do not change the font sizes 
or line spacing to squeeze more text into a limited 
number of pages. Use italics for emphasis; do not 
underline.  

To insert images in Word, position the cursor at the 
insertion point and either use Insert | Picture | From File or 
copy the image to the Windows clipboard and then Edit | 
Paste Special | Picture (with “float over text” unchecked).  

IEEE will do the final formatting of your paper. If your 
paper is intended for a conference, please observe the 
conference page limits.  

 

II. PROCEDURE FOR PAPER SUBMISSION 
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copy, submit photocopies such that only one column 
appears per page. This will give your referees plenty of 
room to write comments. Send the number of copies 
specified by your editor (typically four). If submitted 
electronically, find out if your editor prefers submissions on 
disk or as e-mail attachments. 

If you want to submit your file with one column 
electronically, please do the following: 

 --First, click on the View menu and choose Print 
Layout. 
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to the Format menu, choose Columns, choose one column 
Layout, and choose “apply to whole document” from the 
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The graphics will stay in the “second” column, but you 
can drag them to the first column. Make the graphic wider 
to push out any text that may try to fill in next to the 
graphic. 

B. Final Stage 
When you submit your final version (after your paper has 

been accepted), print it in two-column format, including 
figures and tables. You must also send your final 
manuscript on a disk, via e-mail, or through a Web 
manuscript submission system as directed by the society 
contact. You may use Zip or CD-ROM disks for large files, 
or compress files using Compress, Pkzip, Stuffit, or Gzip.  

Also, send a sheet of paper or PDF with complete contact 
information for all authors. Include full mailing addresses, 
telephone numbers, fax numbers, and e-mail addresses. 
This information will be used to send each author a 
complimentary copy of the journal in which the paper 
appears. In addition, designate one author as the 
“corresponding author.” This is the author to whom proofs 
of the paper will be sent. Proofs are sent to the 
corresponding author only. 

C. Figures 
Format and save your graphic images using a suitable 

graphics processing program that will allow you to create 
the images as PostScript (PS), Encapsulated PostScript 
(EPS), or Tagged Image File Format (TIFF), sizes them, 
and adjusts the resolution settings. If you created your 
source files in one of the following you will be able to 
submit the graphics without converting to a PS, EPS, or 
TIFF file: Microsoft Word, Microsoft PowerPoint, 
Microsoft Excel, or Portable Document Format (PDF).  

 

D. Electronic Image Files (Optional) 
 Import your source files in one of the following: 

Microsoft Word, Microsoft PowerPoint, Microsoft Excel, 
or Portable Document Format (PDF); you will be able to 
submit the graphics without converting to a PS, EPS, or 
TIFF files. Image quality is very important to how yours 
graphics will reproduce. Even though we can accept 
graphics in many formats, we cannot improve your graphics 
if they are poor quality when we receive them. If your 
graphic looks low in quality on your printer or monitor, 
please keep in mind that cannot improve the quality after 
submission. 

If you are importing your graphics into this Word 
template, please use the following steps: 

Under the option EDIT select PASTE SPECIAL. A 
dialog box will open, select paste picture, then click OK. 
Your figure should now be in the Word Document. 

If you are preparing images in TIFF, EPS, or PS format, 
note the following. High-contrast line figures and tables 
should be prepared with 600 dpi resolution and saved with 
no compression, 1 bit per pixel (monochrome), with file 

names in the form of “fig3.tif” or “table1.tif.”  
Photographs and grayscale figures should be prepared 

with 300 dpi resolution and saved with no compression, 8 
bits per pixel (grayscale).  

 
 
Sizing of Graphics 

Most charts graphs and tables are one column wide (3 1/2 
inches or 21 picas) or two-column width (7 1/16 inches, 43 
picas wide). We recommend that you avoid sizing figures 
less than one column wide, as extreme enlargements may 
distort your images and result in poor reproduction. 
Therefore, it is better if the image is slightly larger, as a 
minor reduction in size should not have an adverse affect 
the quality of the image.  
 
Size of Author Photographs 

The final printed size of an author photograph is exactly 
1 inch wide by 1 1/4 inches long (6 picas × 7 1/2 picas). 
Please ensure that the author photographs you submit are 
proportioned similarly. If the author’s photograph does not 
appear at the end of the paper, then please size it so that it is 
proportional to the standard size of 1 9/16 inches wide by 
2 inches long (9 1/2 picas × 12 picas). JPEG files are only 
accepted for author photos. 
 
How to create a PostScript File  

First, download a PostScript printer driver from 
http://www.adobe.com/support/downloads/pdrvwin.htm 
(for Windows) or from 
http://www.adobe.com/support/downloads/ pdrvmac.htm 
(for Macintosh) and install the “Generic PostScript Printer” 
definition. In Word, paste your figure into a new document. 
Print to a file using the PostScript printer driver. File names 
should be of the form “fig5.ps.” Use Open Type fonts when 
creating your figures, if possible. A listing of the acceptable 
fonts are as follows: Open Type Fonts: Times Roman, 
Helvetica, Helvetica Narrow, Courier, Symbol, Palatino, 
Avant Garde, Bookman, Zapf Chancery, Zapf Dingbats, 
and New Century Schoolbook. 

 
Print Color Graphics Requirements 

IEEE accepts color graphics in the following formats: 
EPS, PS, TIFF, Word, PowerPoint, Excel, and PDF. The 
resolution of a RGB color TIFF file should be 400 dpi.  

When sending color graphics, please supply a high 
quality hard copy or PDF proof of each image. If we cannot 
achieve a satisfactory color match using the electronic 
version of your files, we will have your hard copy scanned. 
Any of the files types you provide will be converted to 
RGB color EPS files.  
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Web Color Graphics 
IEEE accepts color graphics in the following formats: 

EPS, PS, TIFF, Word, PowerPoint, Excel, and PDF. The 
resolution of a RGB color TIFF file should be at least 400 
dpi.  

Your color graphic will be converted to grayscale if no 
separate grayscale file is provided. If a graphic is to appear 
in print as black and white, it should be saved and 
submitted as a black and white file. If a graphic is to appear 
in print or on IEEE Xplore in color, it should be submitted 
as RGB color.  

 
Graphics Checker Tool 

The IEEE Graphics Checker Tool enables users to check 
graphic files. The tool will check journal article graphic 
files against a set of rules for compliance with IEEE 
requirements.  These requirements are designed to ensure 
sufficient image quality so they will look acceptable in 
print.  After receiving a graphic or a set of graphics, the tool 
will check the files against a set of rules.  A report will then 
be e-mailed listing each graphic and whether it met or failed 
to meet the requirements. If the file fails, a description of 
why and instructions on how to correct the problem will be 
sent. The IEEE Graphics Checker Tool is available at 
http://graphicsqc.ieee.org/ 

For more Information, contact the IEEE Graphics H-E-L-
P Desk by e-mail at graphics@ieee.org. You will then 
receive an e-mail response and sometimes a request for a 
sample graphic for us to check. 

 

E. Copyright Form 
An IEEE copyright form should accompany your final 

submission. You can get a .pdf, .html, or .doc version at 
http://www.ieee.org/copyright. Authors are responsible for 

obtaining any security clearances. 
 

III. MATH 
If you are using Word, use either the Microsoft Equation 

Editor or the MathType add-on (http://www.mathtype.com) 
for equations in your paper (Insert | Object | Create New | 
Microsoft Equation or MathType Equation). “Float over 
text” should not be selected.  

 

IV. UNITS 
Use either SI (MKS) or CGS as primary units. (SI units 

are strongly encouraged.) English units may be used as 
secondary units (in parentheses). This applies to papers in 
data storage. For example, write “15 Gb/cm2 (100 
Gb/in2).” An exception is when English units are used as 
identifiers in trade, such as “3½-in disk drive.” Avoid 
combining SI and CGS units, such as current in amperes 
and magnetic field in oersteds. This often leads to confusion 
because equations do not balance dimensionally. If you 
must use mixed units, clearly state the units for each 
quantity in an equation. 

The SI unit for magnetic field strength H is A/m. 
However, if you wish to use units of T, either refer to 
magnetic flux density B or magnetic field strength 
symbolized as µ0H. Use the center dot to separate 
compound units, e.g., “A·m2.” 

TABLE I 
UNITS FOR MAGNETIC PROPERTIES 

Symbol Quantity Conversion from Gaussian and 
CGS EMU to SI a 

Φ magnetic flux 1 Mx → 10−8 Wb = 10−8 V·s 
B magnetic flux density,  

  magnetic induction 
1 G → 10−4 T = 10−4 Wb/m2 

H magnetic field strength 1 Oe → 103/(4π) A/m 
m magnetic moment 1 erg/G = 1 emu  

  → 10−3 A·m2 = 10−3 J/T 
M magnetization 1 erg/(G·cm3) = 1 emu/cm3 

  → 103 A/m 
4πM magnetization 1 G → 103/(4π) A/m 
σ specific magnetization 1 erg/(G·g) = 1 emu/g → 1 A·m2/kg 
j magnetic dipole  

  moment 
1 erg/G = 1 emu  
  → 4π × 10−10 Wb·m 

J magnetic polarization 1 erg/(G·cm3) = 1 emu/cm3 
  → 4π × 10−4 T 

χ, κ susceptibility 1 → 4π 
χρ mass susceptibility 1 cm3/g → 4π × 10−3 m3/kg 
µ permeability 1 → 4π × 10−7 H/m  

  = 4π × 10−7 Wb/(A·m) 
µr relative permeability µ → µr 
w, W energy density 1 erg/cm3 → 10−1 J/m3 

N, D demagnetizing factor 1 → 1/(4π) 

Vertical lines are optional in tables. Statements that serve as captions for 
the entire table do not need footnote letters.  

aGaussian units are the same as cgs emu for magnetostatics; Mx = 
maxwell, G = gauss, Oe = oersted; Wb = weber, V = volt, s = second, T = 
tesla, m = meter, A = ampere, J = joule, kg = kilogram, H = henry. 

 

Fig. 1.  Magnetization as a function of applied field. Note that “Fig.” is 
abbreviated. There is a period after the figure number, followed by two 
spaces. It is good practice to explain the significance of the figure in the 
caption. 
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V. HELPFUL HINTS 

A. Figures and Tables 
Because IEEE will do the final formatting of your paper, 

you do not need to position figures and tables at the top and 
bottom of each column. In fact, all figures, figure captions, 
and tables can be at the end of the paper. Large figures and 
tables may span both columns. Place figure captions below 
the figures; place table titles above the tables. If your figure 
has two parts, include the labels “(a)” and “(b)” as part of 
the artwork. Please verify that the figures and tables you 
mention in the text actually exist. Please do not include 
captions as part of the figures. Do not put captions in 
“text boxes” linked to the figures. Do not put borders 
around the outside of your figures. Use the abbreviation 
“Fig.” even at the beginning of a sentence. Do not 
abbreviate “Table.” Tables are numbered with Roman 
numerals.  

Color printing of figures is available, but is billed to the 
authors. Include a note with your final paper indicating that 
you request and will pay for color printing. Do not use 
color unless it is necessary for the proper interpretation of 
your figures. If you want reprints of your color article, the 
reprint order should be submitted promptly. There is an 
additional charge for color reprints. Please note that many 
IEEE journals now allow an author to publish color 
figures on Xplore and black and white figures in print. 
Contact your society representative for specific 
requirements. 

Figure axis labels are often a source of confusion. Use 
words rather than symbols. As an example, write the 
quantity “Magnetization,” or “Magnetization M,” not just 
“M.” Put units in parentheses. Do not label axes only with 
units. As in Fig. 1, for example, write “Magnetization 
(A/m)” or “Magnetization (A ⋅ m−1),” not just “A/m.” Do not 
label axes with a ratio of quantities and units. For example, 
write “Temperature (K),” not “Temperature/K.”  

Multipliers can be especially confusing. Write 
“Magnetization (kA/m)” or “Magnetization (103 A/m).” Do 
not write “Magnetization (A/m) × 1000” because the reader 
would not know whether the top axis label in Fig. 1 meant 
16000 A/m or 0.016 A/m. Figure labels should be legible, 
approximately 8 to 12 point type. 

B. References 
Number citations consecutively in square brackets [1]. 

The sentence punctuation follows the brackets [2]. Multiple 
references [2], [3] are each numbered with separate brackets 
[1]–[3]. When citing a section in a book, please give the 
relevant page numbers [2]. In sentences, refer simply to the 
reference number, as in [3]. Do not use “Ref. [3]” or 
“reference [3]” except at the beginning of a sentence: 
“Reference [3] shows ... .” Please do not use automatic 

endnotes in Word, rather, type the reference list at the end 
of the paper using the “References” style. 

Number footnotes separately in superscripts (Insert | 
Footnote).1 Place the actual footnote at the bottom of the 
column in which it is cited; do not put footnotes in the 
reference list (endnotes). Use letters for table footnotes (see 
Table I).  

Please note that the references at the end of this 
document are in the preferred referencing style. Give all 
authors’ names; do not use “et al.” unless there are six 
authors or more. Use a space after authors’ initials. Papers 
that have not been published should be cited as 
“unpublished” [4]. Papers that have been accepted for 
publication, but not yet specified for an issue should be 
cited as “to be published” [5]. Papers that have been 
submitted for publication should be cited as “submitted for 
publication” [6]. Please give affiliations and addresses for 
private communications [7]. 

Capitalize only the first word in a paper title, except for 
proper nouns and element symbols. For papers published in 
translation journals, please give the English citation first, 
followed by the original foreign-language citation [8]. 

C. Abbreviations and Acronyms 
Define abbreviations and acronyms the first time they are 

used in the text, even after they have already been defined 
in the abstract. Abbreviations such as IEEE, SI, ac, and dc 
do not have to be defined. Abbreviations that incorporate 
periods should not have spaces: write “C.N.R.S.,” not “C. 
N. R. S.” Do not use abbreviations in the title unless they 
are unavoidable (for example, “IEEE” in the title of this 
article). 

D. Equations 
Number equations consecutively with equation numbers 

in parentheses flush with the right margin, as in (1). First 
use the equation editor to create the equation. Then select 
the “Equation” markup style. Press the tab key and write the 
equation number in parentheses. To make your equations 
more compact, you may use the solidus ( / ), the exp 
function, or appropriate exponents. Use parentheses to 
avoid ambiguities in denominators. Punctuate equations 
when they are part of a sentence, as in 
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Be sure that the symbols in your equation have been 

defined before the equation appears or immediately 
following. Italicize symbols (T might refer to temperature, 

 
1It is recommended that footnotes be avoided (except for the 

unnumbered footnote with the receipt date on the first page). Instead, try to 
integrate the footnote information into the text. 
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but T is the unit tesla). Refer to “(1),” not “Eq. (1)” or 
“equation (1),” except at the beginning of a sentence: 
“Equation (1) is ... .” 

E. Other Recommendations 
Use one space after periods and colons. Hyphenate 

complex modifiers: “zero-field-cooled magnetization.” 
Avoid dangling participles, such as, “Using (1), the 
potential was calculated.” [It is not clear who or what used 
(1).] Write instead, “The potential was calculated by using 
(1),” or “Using (1), we calculated the potential.” 

Use a zero before decimal points: “0.25,” not “.25.” Use 
“cm3,” not “cc.” Indicate sample dimensions as “0.1 cm × 
0.2 cm,” not “0.1 × 0.2 cm2.” The abbreviation for 
“seconds” is “s,” not “sec.” Do not mix complete spellings 
and abbreviations of units: use “Wb/m2” or “webers per 
square meter,” not “webers/m2.” When expressing a range 
of values, write “7 to 9” or “7-9,” not “7~9.” 

A parenthetical statement at the end of a sentence is 
punctuated outside of the closing parenthesis (like this). (A 
parenthetical sentence is punctuated within the 
parentheses.) In American English, periods and commas are 
within quotation marks, like “this period.” Other 
punctuation is “outside”! Avoid contractions; for example, 
write “do not” instead of “don’t.” The serial comma is 
preferred: “A, B, and C” instead of “A, B and C.” 

If you wish, you may write in the first person singular or 
plural and use the active voice (“I observed that ...” or “We 
observed that ...” instead of “It was observed that ...”). 
Remember to check spelling. If your native language is not 
English, please get a native English-speaking colleague to 
carefully proofread your paper. 

VI. SOME COMMON MISTAKES 
The word “data” is plural, not singular. The subscript for 

the permeability of vacuum µ0 is zero, not a lowercase letter 
“o.” The term for residual magnetization is “remanence”; 
the adjective is “remanent”; do not write “remnance” or 
“remnant.” Use the word “micrometer” instead of “micron.” 
A graph within a graph is an “inset,” not an “insert.” The 
word “alternatively” is preferred to the word “alternately” 
(unless you really mean something that alternates). Use the 
word “whereas” instead of “while” (unless you are referring 
to simultaneous events). Do not use the word “essentially” 
to mean “approximately” or “effectively.” Do not use the 
word “issue” as a euphemism for “problem.” When 
compositions are not specified, separate chemical symbols 
by en-dashes; for example, “NiMn” indicates the 
intermetallic compound Ni0.5Mn0.5 whereas “Ni–Mn” 
indicates an alloy of some composition NixMn1-x. 

Be aware of the different meanings of the homophones 
“affect” (usually a verb) and “effect” (usually a noun), 
“complement” and “compliment,” “discreet” and “discrete,” 
“principal” (e.g., “principal investigator”) and “principle” 
(e.g., “principle of measurement”). Do not confuse “imply” 

and “infer.”  
Prefixes such as “non,” “sub,” “micro,” “multi,” and 

“ultra” are not independent words; they should be joined to 
the words they modify, usually without a hyphen. There is 
no period after the “et” in the Latin abbreviation “et al.” (it 
is also italicized). The abbreviation “i.e.,” means “that is,” 
and the abbreviation “e.g.,” means “for example” (these 
abbreviations are not italicized). 

An excellent style manual and source of information for 
science writers is [9]. A general IEEE style guide and an 
Information for Authors are both available at 
http://www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html 
 

VII. EDITORIAL POLICY 
Submission of a manuscript is not required for 

participation in a conference. Do not submit a reworked 
version of a paper you have submitted or published 
elsewhere. Do not publish “preliminary” data or results. 
The submitting author is responsible for obtaining 
agreement of all coauthors and any consent required from 
sponsors before submitting a paper. IEEE TRANSACTIONS 
and JOURNALS strongly discourage courtesy authorship. It is 
the obligation of the authors to cite relevant prior work. 

The Transactions and Journals Department does not 
publish conference records or proceedings. The 
TRANSACTIONS does publish papers related to conferences 
that have been recommended for publication on the basis of 
peer review. As a matter of convenience and service to the 
technical community, these topical papers are collected and 
published in one issue of the TRANSACTIONS. 

At least two reviews are required for every paper 
submitted. For conference-related papers, the decision to 
accept or reject a paper is made by the conference editors 
and publications committee; the recommendations of the 
referees are advisory only. Undecipherable English is a 
valid reason for rejection. Authors of rejected papers may 
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